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AaSTRACT

This thesis discusses the practical role of time in the lives
of the citizens of ancient Athens.

The theory proposed is that t from

the fifth to the first centuries B. C., methods of and devices for
marking time intervals were of growing importance to them.

The

literary and archaeological evidence for timekeeping in ancient Athens
is presented and the conclusion reached is that the Athenian populace
apparently became more conscious of the advantages of exploiting time
in its daily activities.
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INTRO we TION

What role did time play in the society of anoient Athens?
Scholars have differing opinions on this question, yet most of them
agree that the role of time was much less important in the lives
of the ancients than it is in modern society.

D. J. Price would

have us believe that the ancients were less interested in marking
time with their sundials and water clocks ·than in satisfying their
aesthetic and religious urges. 1 On the other hand, Robert S.
~O

Brumbagh is of the opinion that IIby about
become 'modern I in i t8 sense of time.

2
II

B. C. Athens had

I take a s tend somewhere

in the middle ground between these two extreme points of view.

I

disagree with what I feel to be the majority view, that the ancient
Greeks did not appreciate and exploit
for their own purposes.

the practical uses of time

However, I do not think that the archaeological

and literal'yevi-denee will allow us te say that the Athen-i-an sense
of time, by ,60 B. C., "tas what we would consider modern.

Modern

man is a creature whose daily activities are, for the most part,
governed by the dictates of time--up at seven, \rlork from nine to
five, lunch at noon, supper at six, and so on.
today seems to be controlled by the clock.

Every facet of life

Ancient Athenians were

1

D. J. Price, Science Since Babylon (enl. ed., New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1975), p. 55.
20~,. S. Br'J.mbagh, Ancient Greek Gadgets and Machines
. (New York: Crowell, 1966), p. 70.
1

2

not this dependent upon time.

However, when timekeeping devices

became known to the Athenians, I do not think that they were slow to
find uses for them.

Using the literary and archaeological evidence

from Classical fifth century Athens, through the Hellenistic Age
and into the period of Roman occupation, I think that it is possible
to show that clock time had a growing importance for the Athenian
citizen.
If we look, for example, at Western society after the
Industrial Revolution, we see that the increasing complexity of life
has led to an inoreased awareness of the passage of time and a
corresponding desire to mark this passage more accurately.

While

we oannot talk about an industrial revolution in ancient Athens,
life undoubtedly became more complex with the passing years.

In

the following pages, I shall attempt to show that the Athenian
interest in time could be said, in a lesser way, to parallel its
modern oounterpart.
y~

thesis will consist of three chapters.

In the first

ohapter, I shall discuss the ancient Greek concept of the day and
hour, and also describe the timekeeping devices available to the
ancient Athenian--the water olock and the sundial.

The second chapter

will contain the literary and archaeological evidence for timekeeping in Athens from the mid fifth oentury B. C. to approximately
the birth of Christ.

The third and final chapter will contain my

conclusions, based on the evidence in the second, about the role

of time in the society of ancient Athens.

In summation, I shall

discuss the practical aspect of time as it affected the Athenian
citizen.

I

THE DIVISION OF THE DAY AND TIMEKEEPING DEVICES
It would be foolish to attempt to discuss the practical
aspect of time in ancient Athens without knowing what kind of measuring
devices were available in the Graeco-Roman world during the las.t five
hundred years before Christ.

Therefore, I shall devote the second

part of this chapter to a description of the methods of marking time
known to the ancient Greeks during this period, most specifically,
water clocks and sundials.

The first part of this chapter will be a

discussion of the ancient day and its division into hours.
The 1)3.y and the Hour
In his Natural History (II. LXXIX. 188), the Elder Pliny
provides for us an account of the different ways that different
peoples in ant1.qul ty measured the period of the day.

Ipsum diem alii aliter observavere,
Babyloni inter duos solis exortus, Athenienses inter
dllos occa.;,us, Umbri a. meridie ad meridiem. nIh'll.'>
omne a luce ad tenebras, sacerdotes Romani et ~ui
diem diffiniere civilem, item Aegypti et Hipparchus,
a media nocte in mediam. minora autem intervalla
esse lucis inter occasus et ortus solis iuxta solstitium
quam aequinoctia apparet quia positio signiferi
circa media sui obliquior est, iuxta solstitium autem
rectior.

4

5
The actual period of a day has been differently kept by
different people: the Babylonians count the period between two
sunrises, the Athenians that between two sunsets, the Umbrians
from midday to midday, the common people everywhere from dawn
to dark, the Roman priests and the authorities who fixed the
official day, and also the Egyptians and Hipparchus, the period
from midnight to midnight. But it is obvious that the breaks
in daylight between sunset and sunrise are smaller near the
solstice than at the equinoxes, because the position of the zodiac
is more slanting around its middle points but straighter near
the solstice.
(H. Rackham translation)
From the above passage we learn that the ancient Athenians counted
their days, that is, the time it took for the Earth to revolve once
on its axis, from sunset to sunset.

This would be the day used by

the State for calendrical purposes.

However, as Pliny notes, the

common people counted their days from sunrise to sunset.

This would

be the time when most Athenians conducted their daily affairs.
The dawn to dusk day was divided into twelve equal parts,
or hours, the first and twelfth hours beginning at sunrise and ending
at sunset respectively.

Herodotus II. 109. ), a passage which I

shall treat in more detail in the next chapter under evidence for
/

Athenian sundials, states that knowledge of the ~OA~S and the yv~~wV
(both words used in connexion with sundials) and of the twelve
divisions of the day came into Greece via Babylonia.

Although, in

commentaries on Herodotus, this passage usually excites no more
than a brief note concerning sundials,) J. E. Powell believes that

)w. G. Waddell, ed., Herodotus: Book II (London: Methuen,
19)9), p. 218, n. 109. 10; W. How and J. Wells, A Commentary on
Herodotus, Vol. I (1912; rpt. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1901),
pp. 221-222, n. 109. ).

6
"it was interpolated by someone not earlier than Alexandrine times ".

4

He feels that it is out of place, since it occurs in the midst of a
section dealing with Egyptian matters, and, because he dismisses the
evidence of later ancient authors, he sees an lIalmost complete lack
of evidence for sun-dials, let alone a twelve-hour day, in the
classical period ll • 5 However, Powell's view is not widely held
amongst scholars studying the topic of time in antiquity, and D. S.
Robertson, in an article in the same volume of Classical Review, in
which he cites some of the evidence against Powell's opinion, oomments
that:
In proposing, like Krueger in 1855, to cut out as an interpolation
the famous passage on polos and gnomon in Herodotus, ii. 109, ~,
Professor J. E. Powell understates the strength of the literary
evidence for Greek sundials (in the widest sense) in classical
times. • • . the evidenoe fog the fifth and fourth centuries
cannot be lightly dismissed.
He also states, with reference to Powell's assertion that Herodotus

~ appears in the text "apropos of nothing II, 7 that "it is

II. 109.

not, however, unlike Herodotus to append in this manner a qualification
to a too sweeping-asllertion (i-n this ea19~ the E-gypt.ian origin ef

Greek geometry), and the difficulty of motive is not, in any case,
8
wholly removed by the assumption of interpolation. 11

4

J. E. Powell, IIGreek Timekeeping,

II

Classical Review,

54 (1940),

p. 70.

5Ibid •
6 D• S. Robertson, "The Evidence for Greek Timekeeping,
Classical Review, 54 (1940), p. 180.
7Powell, p. 70.

8

Robertson, p. 181.

II

7

Although Herodotus says that the Greeks acquired the twelve
divisions of the day from the Babylonians, otto Neugebauer and Richard
Parker, as Sharon Gibbs mentions, 9 show that lithe division of the
day into 12+12 seasonal hours,

II

which eventually became the twenty-

four equinoctial hours of our day, probably originated with the
Egyptian decanal system of dividing the night. 10

The Egyptian dec anal

system is too complicated to be described in any detail in this paper.
I shall, therefore, simply note that it utilized the positions that
a series of thirty-six constellations held in the night sky throughout
the Egyptian "civil year of 12 months of three decades each.

11
II

By

noting the positions of the decanal constellations, an individual
flwould know the Ihour l of night. 1112
of star clock. l )

This system constituted a sort

Neugebauer and Parker state that lithe first evidence

for the l2-division of the night is provided by the diagonal star

9S • L. Gibbs, Greek and Roman Sundials (New Haven and London:
Yale University Press, 1976), p. 6.
-

100 • Neugebauer and R. A. Parker, Egyptian Astronomical Texts,
Vol. I (Providence: Brown University Press, 1960), pp. 116-121.
110 • Neugebauer, The Exact Sciences in Antiquity (2d ed.,
Providence: Brown University Press, 1957), p. 82.
12 Ibid ., p. 8).
l)For a more detailed description of the Egyptian decanal
system of dividing the night see: O. Neugebauer, The Exact Sciences
in Antiquity, pp. 81-86.

8

clocks of the Ninth and Tenth Dynasties (2154-1436 B.

o.

).1114

They

give as an example of the division of daylight hours into twelve,
a shadow clock from the time of Thutmose III (1490-1436 B.

o.

).15

A papyrus of about 1300 B. O. provides lIevidence for a total of 24
apparently equal hours 11.16
What might be called the first Egyptian contribution to
astronomy was their calendar, and Neugebauer notes that:

A second Egyptian contribution to astronomy is the division
of the day into 24 hours, though these "hours lt were originally
not of even length but were dependent on the seasons. These
Itseasonal hours", twelve for daylight, t\'lelve for night, were
replaced by lIequinoctial hours ll of constant length only in
theoretical works of Hellenistic astronomy .. Since at this period
all astronomical computations were carried out in the sexagesimal system, at least as far as fractions are concerned,
the equinoctial hours were divided sexagesimally. Thus our
present division of the day into 24 hours of 60 minutes each
is the result of a Hellenistic modification of an Egyptian
practice combined with Babylonian numerical procedures. l 7
The ancient Athenians used the seasonal hours of which
Neugegbauer spoke in the preceding quotation.
~
called wf!)'.!.

These hours were

" in Greek and horae temporales in Latin.

~fXLt.'I<:rXf.

As

Neugebauer also remarked, the length of these hours, as their name
indicates, fluctuated with the seasons.

\~en

we consider that the

14
Neugebauer and Parker, Vol. I, p. 116.
l5 I bid., p. 118.

16 Ibid ., p. 121.
l7Neugebauer, The Exact Sciences in Antiguity, p. 81.

9

twelve hours of day and night oonsisted of the equal division of
daylight and darkness respectively, we realize, in the case of the
day, that there were longer hours in summer and shorter hours in
winter.

This circumstance reflected the relative amounts of day-

light for the respective seasons.

Gustav Bilfir.ger, in a work on the

ancient hour, has calculated the length of the day in Athens during
the summer solstice as 14 hours and 40 minutes.

This amount of

daylight results in a temporal hour of 73 minutes and 20 seconds.
For the winter solstice his daylight calculation was 9 hours and
18
20 minutes, which yields a 46 minute, 40 second temporal hour.

In

a more recent work, Joe E. Armstrong and John McK. Camp II note that
there were 9 hours and 31 minutes of sunlight or a 47 minute and 35
second temporal hour for the winter

so~tice

of 1974 in Athens, and

a 74 minute, 5 second temporal hour or 14 hours and 49 minutes of
sunlight for the S'i.~mmer solstice. 19

The hours between the winter

and summer solstices would gradually become longer and conversely,
those between the summer and winter solstices would gradually become
shorter.
A long day meant a correspondingly short night and vice versa.
Thus when the length of the hours of daylight increased, the length
of the hours of darkness decreased.

The length of these seasonal

18
Gustav Bilfinger, Die Antiken
Kohlhammer, 1888), p. 158.

Stundenangab~n,(Stuttgart:

19J • E• .Armstrong and J. MeK. Camp II, "Notes on a \'1ater
Olock in the Athenian Agora, II Hesperia, 46 (1977), p. 159, n. 15.

10
hours would remain constant for a given day or night, but only
during the equinoctials were the hours of both day and night equivalent.
These hours were equal to our standard or equinoctial hour of 60
minutes.

The equinoctial hour became the standard measure of time
20
for Hellenistic astronomers
and other men of science, but for the

average citizen, the seasonal hour remained the unit of time used to
divide the day.

According to G. J. Whitrow, lithe invention of the

mechanical clock was the decisive step that led to the general use
of the system of time reckoning in which day and night together are
21
divided into twenty~four equal hours. II
Since meohanical clocks,
as we know them today, did not make their appearance until the
fourteenth century, 22 seasonal hours were in use for a long time.
Timekeeping Devices
In the ancient world there were two categories of IIclock,
each fundamentally different from the other.

II

They were the klepsydra,

or water clock and the sundial, or shadow clock.

The average in-

dividual could also use the length of his own shadow to give him a
rough estimate of time.

Gibbs mentions this practice in passing,2;

yet the examples she gives of its use are all related to comic
20
Gibbs, p. 10.
21G• J. Whitrow, The Nature of Time (New York:
Rinehart and Winston, 1972), p. 7;.
22
Ibid.
2;Gibbs, p. 7, pp. 94-95, n.

15.

Holt,

11

literature.
us that:

Philip pattenden, in a review of Gibbs· book, informs

liThe use of a man·a own shadow length as a means of stating

the time of day is not restricted to comic use, and a key to the method
is given in Pal1adius· Opus Agricu1turae for each month, where it is
intended as a practical means for men in the fields to find the time
of day at all times of the year. 1124

The use of the human shadow to

estimate the hour would be most common amongst the peasantry, especially those in the countryside, "There public sundials would be unlikely.
However, returning to klepsydras and sundials, the basic
difference between them lay in the fact that the water clock was a
meohanica1 device which could measure time day or night, rain or shine,
while the sun was the necessary component of the sundial.

On a cloudy

day the sundial ceased to function, as was also the case during the
night hours.

A. G. Drachmann tells us that "this is why the water-

clock is called also a winter-clock, horologium hibernum, or night
clock, ~ta)..6y<oV'

VUKTttf..v6v

11,25 cloudy days being a frequent oocur-

rence dul'ing the winter.
The origins of both these varieties of chronometers predate
the Classical Greeks.

However, it is with the ancient Greek astronomers,

24
P. Pattenden, "Sundials, II rev. of Sharon L. Gibbs, Greek
and Roman Sundials (New Haven and London: Yale University Press),
Classical Review, N. S., 28 (1978), p. 338.
25A• G. Drachmann, Ktesibios Phi10n and Heron: A Study in
Ancient Pneumatics, Acta Historica Scientiarum Naturalium et Medicinalium,
Vol. IV (Copenhagen: MUnksgaard, 1948), p. 10.
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especially those of the Hellenistic Age, that their forms became
more refined.

The ancient Egyptians, as noted above, had shadow clocks

as early as the second millenium B. O.

These shadow clocks, consisting

of a perpendicular component placed atop an L-shaped member, in no way
resembled Graeco-Roman sundials, yet they were based on the same
principle. 26
Water clocks designed to measure the hours of night were also
a common feature of Egyptian life.

The earliest intact example of

one of these outflow deVices, an alabaster vessel discovered at Karnak
in 1904, dates to the reign of Amenhotep III (1397-1,60 B. 0).27
When we talk about water clocks or klepsydras we must be
careful to distinguish between the two basic types:
flow variety and the more complex inflow model.

the simple out-

The word klepsydra

means literally llwa ter-thiefll and we first hear of it in connexion
with a siphon-type device used to draw wine and water.

28

It was

also the name of a spring in Athens referred to by Aristophanes

26 Ren~ R. J. Rohr, Sundials:

History. Theory, and Practice,
trans. Gabriel Godin (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1970),
p. 5; Neugebauer and Parker, Vol. I, pp. 117-118.
27 S • West, 1l00ltural Interchange Over a Water-Clock,1f
Classical 9qarter1y, N. S., 23 (1973), p. 63; Neugebauer and Parker,
Vol. I, P. 119, Vol. III, p. 12; A. Pogo, "Egyptian \tater Clocks, If
~J 25 (19)6), pp. 403-425.
28J • V. Noble and D. J. Price, liThe Water Clock in the Tower
of the Winds, II .4merican Journal of Archaeology, 72 (1968), p. 346;
Suzanne Young, 1IAn Athenian Clepsydra, II Hesperia, 8 (1939), p. 275,
n. 5. For more information on domestic klepsydras see: H. Diels,
Antike Technik (Leipzig und Berlin: Teubner, 1920), pp. 192-193.

(Lysistrata V. 909) and subsequent writers.29 Perhaps the best known
type of simple outflow k1epsydra is that used in the Athenian law courts,
an example of which was found in the excavations of the Agora at Athens. 30
It had the same flower-pot shape as its Egyptian predeo?ssors and
operated in the same manner.

A fixed amount of water flowed through a

hole near the base of the pot and time was measured by how long it
took to empty.

As Drachmann has noted, it "was not a clock as we

understand it. u31
The outflow klepsydra had several drawbaoks and these difficulties limited its usefulness predominantly to the law courts.
of the basic problems was of a technical nature.

One

Given a fixed amount

of water in a straight-sided vessel with a single sized opening at the
base, the rate of flow of

~~e

escaping liquid will constantly decrea.se

because of the diminishing pressure. 32 Using "conical or pyramidal
containers [s], truncated so that approximately the upper twenty
percent is used, whose sides are at an angle of seventy degrees to the

horizon'ia-l-.~' 1133 will pa.-rtially ccmpensate for this problem.

The

flower-pot shape of Egyptian and Greek klepsydras reflects this fact.
"In a simple out-flow klepsydra one must change the scales frequently

9
2 J • stuart and N. Revett, The Antiquities of Athens, Vol. I
(1762; rpt. New York: Benjamin Blom, 1968), pp. 15-16, notes band c,
provide a comprehensive list of references to this spring by ancient
authors.
30
Young, pp. 274-284.

;1

Drachmann, Ktesibios Philon and Heron, p. 16.

32Armstrong and McK.
;'Ibid., n. 9.

oamp ,

p. 154.
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to account for the changing lengths of the temporal hourso u34

This

fact meant that "for all purposes except the law court, where it
indicated a fixed time interval, this type was soon superseded by the
inflow clepsydra. ",5

"With the change to an in-flow clock,

rather than changing scales, one can have a fixed scale and adjust
the flow-rate, so that less water flows in summer and more in winter.
Done properly, this method is more efficient and provides greater
accuracy than that of the out-flow klepsydra.

In addition, the fixed

scale would permit a ready means of attaching mechanisms designed to
sound the hours. 1136
One example of

t~e

old giving way to the new is observable in

a large water clock discovered in excavations in the Athenian Agora
by the American School of Olassical Studies at Athens. 37

As Armstrong

and McK. Oamp convincingly show, the remains of this device, constructed
next to a building that has been identified as the Heliaia,'S were
once part of a monumental outflow klepsydra, dateable to the end of
the fourth century B. o.

uTechnical advances made in Alexandria in

,4Armstrong and McK. Oamp, p. 159.
,5Noble and Price, p. ,50.

~Armstrong and McK. oamp , p. 159.
,7Homer A. Thompson, ItExcavations in the Athenian Agora: 195" II
Hesperia, 2, (1954), pp. ,7-,8; Mabel Lang, Waterworks in the Athenian
Agora, Excavations of the Athenian Agora Picture Book No. 11 (Princeton,
N. J.: American School of Classical Studies at Athens, 1968); Homer A.
Thompson and R. E. Wycherley, The Athenian Agora: Volume XIV (Princeton,
N. J.: American School of Olassical Studies at Athens, 1972), pp. 6465, 202; Homer A. Thompson, The Athenian Agora C~ide (,rd ed. rev.,
Athens: American School of Classical Studies at Athens, 1976), Armstrong
,8 '!'homps on, "Excavations in the Athenian Agora:

195,," pp. "ff.
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the ,rd century rendered the clock old-fashioned, if not obsolete,
and the structure underwent a major renovation, designed to keep pace
wi th new methods of controlling the rate of flow. II ,9

In other words,

sometime during the third century B. C., the outflow klepsydra was
transformed into an inflow model.

The .construction, early in the

second century B. C., of the Middle Stoa, effectively rendered the
water clock useless, since its foundations cut through the drainage
40
channel.
While the outflow klepsydra marked time by measuring he,", long
it took water to run out of a container, the inflow type, as the name
implies, performed the same function by reckoning how long it took
for water to flow into a container.

Vitruvius (IX. VIII. 4) attributes

the invention of the inflow klepsydra to Ktesibios, the son of a
barber, an Alexandrian living approximately ,00-2}0 B. C. 41

He gives

a description of this device in De Architectura (IX. VIII. 4-7).
Vie know from Vi truvius (1. I.

7; X. VII. 5) that Ktesibios wrote a

book dealing with his experiments and inventions.

Drachmann believes

that Vitruvius was in actual possession of a copy of this book and
42
drew from it the information he included in De Architectura.
4

,9

Armstrong and McK. Camp, p. 161.
40
Ibid., p. 151.
41Vitruvius De Architectura IX. VIII. 2; Drachmann, Ktesibios
Philon and Heron, p.
Dr aChmann, liOn the Alleged Second Ktesibics, II
Centaurus, 2 (1951), pp. 1-10.
42
Dr ac hmann , Ktesibios Philon and Heron, p. 1; liOn the Alleged
Second Ktesibios," p. ,.

,j
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As I mentioned above, a fixed amount of water escaping from
a single holed vessel will run off at an ever decreasing rate.
other words, as Drachmann points out:

In

liThe rate of flow from the

klepsydra depends upon the size of the hole and the height of the

we. ter above it. 114, What Ktesibios did was to maintain the height of
the water in the klepsydra by having it run into the vessel faster
than it ran out.

An overflow channel would insure a constant water

level in the klepsydra. 44

He constructed the hole of this container

from a gem or gold,45 substances which would not rust or be worn away
through prolonged use.

46

The inflow klepsydra necessitated the use of three receptacles.
Arranged in order from top to bottom, they were:

a vessel from which

the water ran into the klepsydra; the klepsydra itself; and a vessel
containing a float into which the water ran at an even rate. 47

The

float was not necessary because, as the lower container filled, lithe
time could be read on a scale inside the container, • • • but Ktesibios,
being of an

in'Ventiv~

more elaborate.

1\

48

and maohanical turn of mind, pl'eferI'ed scmething

.A pipe from a spring or an aqueduct could replace

4,
Drachmann, Ktesibios Philon and Heron, p. 18.
44 .
IbJ.d.

45

Vitruvius De Architectura IX. VIII. 4.

46
47

Drachmann, Ktesibios Philon and Heron, p. 18.
Ibid.; Noble and Price, p. ,50.

48 Drachmann, Ktesibios Philon and Heron, p. 18.
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the upper vessel.

49

Once the lower container was filled, it had to be

emptied or "rewound.
vessel.

II

A drain was therefore necessary in this lower

When the receptacle was drained, it was once again ready to

indicate the time. 50
Vitruvius (IX. VIII.

5)

desoribed how the water flowed into

the container, raising a rod and float, which both had the same number
of teeth.

They in turn meshed together oausing connecting rods and

drums to revolve and activate various gadgets:

statues, pillars,

stones or eggs, trumpets, etc., which marked the passing time.
Draohmann points out that:
first clock had no

HIt seems reasonable to conc.l\1de that the

scale of hours at all, but only made signals to be

seen and heard at the end of each hour.

The statues were

probabl~

puppets coming out of doors, the obelisks half black, half white,
making half a turn, the pebbles or eggs were balls thrown into a bronze
bowl, and the trumpets direct descendants of Platon's whistle. 51 • • •
How Ktesibios in this form of clock contrived to make the hours long
or short

ac~ording to the season
49

we do not know. ,,52

Drachmann, Ktesibios Philon and Heron, p. 118.

50 It is interesting to note that while today we wind "Upl1
our clocks, the ancients could be said to wind "down" their inflow
klepsydras, that is to say, the container must be empty, the water
level lowered, in order to give the time. Time could be said to stand
still only in the sense that it does today when our watches are not
wound. The clock would be restarted at dawn.
1
5 The phi1osoper Plato purportedly invented a night clock
with an alarm that sounded to awaken his colleagues for work in the
morning. Athenaeus Deipnosophists IV. 174. c; H. Diels, Antike Technik,
pp. 161, 198-202.
1;1)

/~Drachmann,

Ktesibios Philon and Heron, p. 119.
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As Vitruvius remarks (IX. VIII. 6), Ktesibios improved
upon this first type of inflow klepsydra, He added a figure holding
a pointer to the top of the rod.

As the float rose, the figure

pointed out the hours which were marked on a column or pillar.

Altering

the rate of flow of the water or changing the scale would adjust for the
seasonal hours.
VIII.

In a second, more effective method (Vitruvius IX.

7), the flow of the water remained constant.

The twelve hours

of the shortest day and of the longest day were marked on a cylinder
and joined by sloping lines.

Consequently, by turning the cylinder

a little every day, the clock would always register the right time. 53
Drachmann sums up the whole process thus:
I think that we must imagine the whole story of the invention
of the first clocks in this way: First Ktesibios invented the
klepsydra with constant flow and made it work the parerga;54 then
he added the figure to show the hours. Next he tried to make the
clock show local hoursj first by regulating the flow, so as to
have both the scale and the parerga; then, when he found that the
valve would not work properly, he invent~d the universal scale,
but then he had to discard the parerga. 5,
Returning to the subject of the Agora clock, Armstrong and
McK. Camp used the remains of a similar klepsydra at Cropos to
reconstruct the outflow device,56

see:

The remains of the Agora clock

5'For a more detailed explanation of the above procedures
Drachmann, Ktesihios Philon and Heron, pp. 17-21.

54The uarerga were the automated gadgets and other side-show
effects which marked the hours.
55 Dr achmann, Ktesibios Philon and Heron, pp. 20-21.
JA/N,,".

56 For a description of the device at Cropos see:
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were more indicative of the inflo'fl phase of its existence.

The

original outflow hole had been blocked off and replaced by a larger
pipe, which allowed for more rapid drainage of' the tank. 57

The inside

of the tank "las cut back to straighten the sides, which had been
necessarily sloped for an outflow klepsydra, and traces of two
.
reserV01rs
were preserve d above
1't . ~8
'

The condition of the remains

of the water clock did not permit Armstrcng and McK. Camp to state
with any certainty

~lhat

kind of scale was used to mark the hours.

However, they did theorize, based on the structural remains, that the
variable-water-flow, pointer and column system, described by Vitruvius

(IX. VIII. 6), could well have been in use. 59
Vi truvius describes two other types of Vi'a tel" c lock mechanisms,

both of which were based on the principle of the inflow klepsydra.
The first device (Vitruvius IX. VIII. 8-10) is known as the anaphoric
clock.

The second (Vitruvius IX. VIII. 10-15)J actually only a

description of a regulating mechanism, I shall term the zodiac clock,
following A. G. Drachmann.

60

57

Armstrong and McK. Oamp computed that the water would be
completely drained away within 40 minutes. UNotes on a i'/ater Clock
in the Athenian Agora,tf p. 157, n. 11.
58 For other apparent modifications see:
pp. 147-161.

Armstrong and McK. Camp,

59Armstrong and McK. Camp, pp. 160-161.
6°Drachmann, Ktesibios Philon and Heron, p. 26.
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Tne anaphoric clock is closely related to the astrolabe,

II (a sort of circular star-finder map also used for simple observation )11

and indeed, Drachmann believes that this clock was the forerunner of
. t rumen.
t 62_
- even asser"ts
. th a:
t
th e lns
Frio's,
The anaphoric clock is not only the orlgln of the astrolabe
and of all later planetary models, it is also the first clock
dial, setting a standard for "clockwise" rotation, and leaving
its mark in the rotating dial and stationary pointer found on
the earliest time-keeping cl09ks before the change was made to
a fixed dial and moving hand.o;
It was perhaps >:tnve'nted'

~b-y.

Hipparchos (140 B. C. ),64 who is also

associated with the invention of the astrolabe. 65
In the anaphoric clock the constant flow of the water once
again raised a float, but this float was connected, via a soft bronze
chain wrapped around an axle turning on a horizontal axis, to a
sandbag which acted as a counter-poise.
during a 24 hour period.

This axle rotated once

Mounted on one end of the axle was a large

bronze disc, upon which was engraved a celestial map of the Northern

6l D• J. Price, "An Ancient Greek Computer, !I Scientific
American, 200 (1959), p. 62.
62
A. G. Drachmann, liThe Plane Astrolabe and the Anaphoric
Clock, II Centaurus, , (1954), p. 187.
6'D. J. Price J liOn the Origin of Clockwork, Perpetual Motion
Ievices and the Compass, II OC::ltibutions from the Museum of History
and Technology, U. S. National ~useum Bulletin, 218 (1959), paper 6,
pp. 91-92.
64nrachmann, Ktesibios Philon and Heron, p. 26; "The Plane
Astrolabe and the Anaphoric Clock, II p. 185; Noble and Price, p. ;51.
650• Neugebauer, liThe Early Astrolabe,
pp. 248-249.

II

lli.!, 40 (1949),

61
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hemisphere, from the North Pole at the centre, to the tropic of
Capricorn at the outer edge.

The rotating axle turned the star map

around one full rotation in 24 hours.

Also engraved on this map was

a circle representing the zodiac or the ecliptic.
eoliptic there were
ation of the sun.

66

Around the

365 holes into which could be fastened

a represent-

A network of bronze wires hung before the disc;

seven concentric ciroles representing the zodiacal months, the tropics
of Cancer and Capricorn and the Equator; a diameter placed vertically
through all the circles, representing the meridian; a horizon line
based on the latitude of the clock; and a series of hour lines, above
and below the horizon, for the hours of day and night, constructed
by means of an analemma.

67

As the disc rotated, the image of the sun moved through the
network of wires, indioating the hours.

As long as the sun was

always placed in the hole oorresponding to the actual day and the
clock was restarted every sunrise, the seasonal hours of the day and
. the watches of the night would be marked with a fair degree of' accuracy
66

The ecliptic is lithe apparent path of the sun around the
celestial sphere. II FUnk and Wagnalls Standard College Dictionary:
Canadian Edition (Toronto: Fitzhenry and Whiteside, 1976).
67 u The ana1emma [was] the basic two-dimensional projeotion
of the Celestial Sphere used by the ancients to construot dials. II
P. Pattenden, IISurrlia1s. 11 p. ,;r. mEn aocount of the analemma, and also
a diagram t as described by Vitruvius De Architectura IX. VII, see:
Gibbs, Greek and Roman Sundials, pp. 105-109; pp. 109-117 give an
account of the analemma by Pto leroy (lkfL JAV()..J\'lfFG'.- ID5 ).
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for the latitude for which the clock was designed. 68
Noble and Price envisaged this type of horological device in
their

recc~uotion

of the water clock in the interior of the Tower

of the vlinds in Athens. 69

"Parts of two such discs from anaphoric

clocks have been found, one at Salzburg and one at Grand Vosges, both
of them dating from the 2nd century A. D. II 70
The anaphoric clock was one answer to the problem of regulating
the klepsydra in order to mark the seasonal hours.

The water flowed

at a steady rate turning the axle at a constant speed.
moveable sun and the scales that insured accuracy.71

It was the
However,

Vitruvius next described a method of marking seasonal hours with the
klepsydra by varying the rate of flow.

68Differences in the amount of daylight on a given day occur
between places of different latitudes. The longest day of the year
is longer farther from the equator than nearer to it, as is the
shortest day of the year shorter, the farther away from the equator
one goes. Consequently, the network of seasonal hour lines is
different for every latitude, just as there is an an a lemma for every
latitude. The result of these circumstances is that the anaphoric
clock showing seas-anal hours will operate accurately only for the
latitude for which it was designed. The same is also true of ancient
sundials.
69Noble and Price, pp. 345-355.
70price, liOn the Origin of Clockwork, II p. 91. For a discussion
of the Salzburg disc fragment see: o. Benndorf, E. Weiss, and A. Rehm,
Jahreshefte des osterreichischen archaologischen Institutes in Wien,
1903, vol. 6, pp. 32-49, cited by Price, liOn the Origin of C1ockwork,1I
p. 91, n. 14.
71 For a more detailed account of the anaphoric clock see:
Dr achmann, Ktesibios Philon and Heron, pp. 21-26; For the relationship
between the plane astrolabe and the anaphoric clock see: Dr achmann,
liThe Plane Astrolabe and the Anaphoric Clock, II pp. 183-189.

As I mentioned above, the height of the water and the size
of the hole in the klepsydra determine the rate of flow.

In the

zodiac clock the water level in the container remained constant.
was the placement of the drip hole that varied.

It

In an effort to

present an easily understandable account of this device, I shall use
the words of A. G. Drachmann:
The hole of the klepaydra is placed excentrically
[ecoentrically] in a bronze diso, which can be turned in its
setting, so that the hole changes its position in relation to
the surface of the water in the klepsydra. As the height of
the water above the hole changes, the rate of flow will change
also, and the container with the float will take more or less
time to be filled to the same extend [extent]; so the scale will
do for every time of year. 72
The device, as presented by Vitruvius, had several drawbacks
and impracticalities, which have prompted at least one pair of
scholars to question whether it was indeed ever constructed.
doubts whether the device was ever much more than a

p~pe

II

One

dream, for the

difficulty of engineering such a turning plate or similar device, and
of calculating its size, are very considerable and probably near the
the margin of Greek competence in science and technology. 117;
However, if it was in fact ever constructed, we hear, once again
from Drachmann, that as long as it was used either only during the
daytime or the nigh time lIit must have been a very effective clock-before the introduction of the Ju lian calendar. 1174

72Drachmann, Ktesibios Philon and Heron, pp. 26-27.
73Noble and Price, p. 351.
4
7 nrac hmann, Ktesibios Philon and Heron, p. 31. For a more
detailed explanation of the zodiac clock and a list of its defects and
metits'~ see the above Dr achmann , pp. 26-,1.
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Let

now turn to a description of that other device for

llS

telling time in antiquity, the sundial.

The sundial was a oommoner

implement for marking the hour, than its more elaborate cousin, the
water clock.

I have already stated that the Egyptians used sundials,

of a sort, long before there was a Greek or Roman Empire.

However, it

is with the Graeco-Roman tradition of dialling that I shall be
dealing. 75
Archaeological and literary evidence about the early development of sundials in the Graeco-Roman world is scarce.

To quote from

Gibbs:
On the whole, the literary evidence seems to suggest that
there were faw, if any, sundials marking the seasons and seasonal
hours in Greece before the third century B. O. Archaeological
evidence confirms this hypothesis. We do know that the notion
of seasonal hours has a long history, and we know that classical
astronomers used instruments which marked seasonal ohanges in
the position of the sun. These praotices may well have combined
to inspire the design of the sundial, perhaps as early as the
sixth century, but preserved examples thought to date even from
Hellenistic times are few. However, Vitruvius indicates that 76
many types of dials were invented in the post classic~period.
~oting

Favorinus (second century A. D. ), Diogenes Laertius

(third to fourth century A. D. )77 assigns the invention of the gnomon
to Anaximander (611-546 B.

c. ),

or IIshadow catcher ll at Sparta.

who, he says, erected it as a sundial
However, as we have already seen,

75The best source of information on Greek and Roman sundials
is the book by Sharon L. Gibbs, Greek and Roman Sundials.
76Gibbs, pp. 7-8.
77Diogenes Laertius II. I. 1.
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Herodotus (II. 109. ,) attributes the gnomon to the Babylonians.
Gibbs suggests that perhaps this device of Anaximander did not mark
the hours, but only functioned for observing solstices and equinoxes. 78
Anaximander, according to Laertius, also constructed d:f'Oo-'{;-o7Tdix.."
apparently timekeeping devioes of a sort.

Quite probably the word

refers to some form of sundial. 79
The same activities, regarding sundials and the science of
gnomics, are also dE)soribed by Pliny (Natural History; II. LXXVIII.
187).

However, he assigns them not to A,naximander, but to his pupil

Anaximenes of Miletus.
Lmbrarum hane rationem et quam
voeant gnomonieen invenit Anaximenes i\lilesius,
Anaxirnandri (de quo diximus) di~cipillus, prirnu,>qui>.
horol(\giulll quod appellant sciothericon Laced:l.emone
ostenrut.

This theory of shadows and the science oalled gnomonics
was discovered by Anaximenes of Miletus, the pupil of
Anaximander of whom we have spoken; he first exhibited at
Sparta the time-piece they call 'Hunt-the-Shadow. I
(H. Rackham translntion)
80
As Gibbs notes,
the theory has been forwarded that Pliny in fact
confused the two names, Anaximander and Anaximenes,81 yet Ithis
account lends credence to the report that some kind of scientifio
82
instrument was erected in Sparta in the sixth century B. C. II

78Gibbs, p. 6.
79 Ibid ., p. 7.

80 rbid ., p. 94, n. 11.

BIG. S. Kirk and J. E. Raven, The Presocratic Philosophers
(Cambridge: University Press, 1963), p. 103.
82

.

Gibbs, p. 94, n. 11.
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A scholiast on Aristophanes, Birds

997, noted that the

(fourth or third century B. 0.) historian Philichorus recorded that
a sundial was erected on the Pnyx at Athens by Meton the astronomer in

433/2 B. O.

Homer Thompson and K. Kourouniotes suggest that a lime-

stone outting, discovered by them in excavations on the Pnyx,
represents the remains of the base of Meton's sundial. 83
Apparently Dionysius I had a ~At..OTr~TTLOv' erected at Syracuse
because Plutarch, in his Life of Dien (XXIX. 2), has that personnage
deliver an address to the citizens mounted upon the aforementioned
horological device.

rv0p.wv'
~AtOT;06qtOV
I

,

Tf6AoS,

JkLOg1P7 5

(shadow catcher), WjJOCTKr51Tiov and

are all words whioh are connected with timekeeping devices,

most espeoially sundials.

However, while, by the time of Vitruvius,

these terms had taken on specific meanings, for instance the

7TOAOS

was a concave, hemispherical 'dial' and the YV~fl~v was the shadow
casting pointer of the dial, in earlier times, say pre-third century
B. C., we cannot be sure what the devices, to which these terms refer,
looked like.

Referring to the passage of'Diogenes Laertius (II. I. 1),

Gibbs says that here lithe two terms yvtfJ.(.)V and CTK<.C&1!7S

may be used

synonymous ly. u 84
Unfortunately, muoh of the literary evidenoe that we do

83

K. Keurouniotes and H. A. Thompson, liThe Pnyx in Athens,
Hesperia, I (1932), p. 207.
84GibbS, p. 6.

It
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have concerning these early implements is of a
tertiary nature.
original material.
remains.

secon~

or even

It is obvicus that we suffer from a lack of preserved
The same thing can be said of the archaeological

In the case of archaeological material, part of the problem

may indeed be, as Philip Pattenden has suggested,85 in the inability
of excavators to identify horological remains which may have turned
up in the course of their excavations.
Returning to our earlier quotation from Gibbs, I would prefer
the alternative of IIfew" sundials in pre-third century B. O. Greece,
to that of none.
latter conclusion.

I think that the evidence does not warrent the
Combining the evidence for sundiale

~ith

that

for \'/'a ter clocks, for instance the Athenian court klepsydra and the
fourth century B. C. Agora water clock, I think we must admit the
existence, from at least as early as the end of the fifth century
B. C., of at least an elementary awareness of and interest, on the
part of some Greeks, in marking the passage of time.
I think at this point, a brief explanation of some of the
basic principles of the ancient sundial is in order.

Ancient sundials

differ in several respects from their more modern counterparts.

For

instanc'e, the former mark the seasonal hours, while the latter
record the equinoctial hours.

Thus, like anaphoric clocks, ancient

sundials were only accurate for the latitude for which they were
cons true ted.

85

Pattenden, IIS un dials," p.

,36.
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Pliny the Elder, in his Natural History, makes several
references to the circumstance of varying amounts of daylight for
different latitudes (II. LXXVIII. 186), and also to the effects of
this phenomenon on sundials.

In one passage (II, LXXIV. 182), he

remarks on its relevance to portable sundials. 86
Vasll.que horoscopica non ubique eadem
sunt usui, in trecenis stadii~, ant ut longissime in
quingentis, mutantibus semet umbris ~lis. i~aque
umbilici (quem gnomonern appellant) umbra in
Aegypto mericlihno tempore aC'1uinocti die paulo
plus quam mmimam gnomonis mensuram efficit, in
uThe Roma nona pars gnomonis deest umbrae, in
oppicio Ancona superest quinta tricesima, in parte
Italiae quae Venetia appellatur iisdem horis umbra
gnomoni par fit.

Travellers I sundials are not the same for reference everywhere,
because the shadows thrown by the sun as they alter alter the
readings at every ,00 or at farthest 500 stades. Oonsequently
in Egypt at midday on the day of the equinox the shadow of the
pin or I gnomon I measures a little more than half the length of
the gnomon itself, whereas in the city of Rome the shadow is
1/9th shorter than the gnomon, at the town of Ancona 1/,5th
longer, and in the district of Italy called Venezia the shadow
is equal to the gnomon, at the same hours.
(H. Rackham translation)
Another striking example of this problem is related by Pliny
in Book VII of his Natural History (VII. LX. 214).

Oommenting upon

what he says Varro asserted to be the first public sundial erected in
Rome, a dial taken from Oatania, a Greek colony in Sicily, sometime
during the third century B. C., he says:
nee congrllebant ad huras eius liniae, paruerunt tamen
c:i annis undecentum, donee Q. i\"1arcius Philippus (lui.
cum L. P;ml1u fnit censor diligentill:l ordinatum im2ta
posllit; idque munllS inter censoria opera gratissime
acceptllm est.

86

Several examples of portable sundials have been identified
in modern times. See: D. J. Price, "Portable Sundials in Antiquity,
Centaurus, 14 (1969), pp. 242-266.
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The lines of this dial did not agree with the hours, but
all the same they followed it for 99 years, till Quintus
~~rsius Philippus who was Censor with Lucius Paulus placed
a more carefully designed one next to it, and this gift was
received as one of the most welcome of the censor's undertakings.
(H. Rackham translation)
Gibbs remarks that the error was greatest for calendrical purposes
and it was probably this error which prompted the correction.

"'!he

greatest error in the time of day would have been only about .07
Roman summer hours, certainly an error small enough to go unnoticed. ,,87
Yet this incident does indicate that the Romans of this early period
did not consider this problem particularly important, for while
they received the gift of the new sundial 'Nith open arms, they had
been content to follow the incorrect one for 99 years.
says:

As Gibbs

liThe realization that the appearance of all solar phenomena

is affected by changes in latitude apparently did not come as easily
to the Romans as it did to the Greeks.

11

88

The gnomon is the part of the sundial whose shadow marks the
hours.

liOn modern dials a number of hours of equal length through-

out the year are usually marked on a horizontal surface by the shadow
of the edge of a gnomon which lies parallel to the axis of the
earth • • • • On a Greek or Roman dial, the shadow of a gnomon's

87Gibbs, p.

90,

88 Ibid ., p. 10.

n.

25.
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point, not its edge, marked the seasonal hours.

The base of the

gnomon could be placed in any convenient poai tion.

11

89

notes that it appears Greek and Roman sundial makers

Gibbs also
II

preferred

conical and spherical dial surfaces. 1190
As one author has remarked, lIancient sundials are far more
mathematical and calendrical",9

1

than their modern counterparts.

Another author, D. J. Price, comments on Greek and Roman sundials
tha.t:
on the whcle their design and intention seems to have been the
aesthetic or religious satisfaction derived from making a
device to simulate the hea.vens. Greek and Roman sundials, for
example, seldom have their hour-lines numbered, but almost
invariably the equator and tropical lines are modeled on their
surfaces and suitably inscribed. The design is a mathematical
tour de force in elegantly mapping the heavenly vault on a
sphere, a cone, a cylinder, or on specially placed planes. 92
Undoubtedly, sundials served an important calendrical function,
marking solstices and equinoxes for

f~stival8

purposes, just as did anaphoric clocks.
that since the hour lines

~~re

and other religious

Yet, to say, as Price does,

seldom numbered, the indication of

time was only an incidental function of sundials, is, I think, an
overstatement of the situation.

Some of the fragmentary remains

of sundials do distinctly show numbers for the hour lines, notably

89
Gibbs, p.

4.

90Ibid.
91

.
D. de B. Beaver, Rev. of Sharon L. Gl.bbs, Greek and Roman
Sundials (Yale University Press), ~, 70 (1979), p. 174.
92price, Science Since Babylon, p.

55.

numbers 3086G, 5003G and 50l8G in Gibbs' catalogue of sundials.
Many of our dials are in such fragmentary conditions that one cannot
say for certain whether there were actual numbers on them marking
the hours or not.

In any event, the numbers of the hours on the

Bundial, ABrb.EZZHBII~I B

, were sufficiently we 11 known to have

inspired an anonymous epigram. 93
43.-A~Hi\ON

"E~ 6JPUL p.oXflrJt'l {"avN,aTa," ai Of p.€'r- L£vTiGr;
"IP/(.j1-,l..l.wn ~€LX1J1Jp.€VaL ZH81 A€,,/OV!I(. .SpOTOIS.

4;.--ANONYMOUS
Six hours are most suitable for labour, and the four that
follow, when set forth in letters, say to men IrLive. II
(W. R. Paton translation)
liAs in Greek the numerals are represented by letters of the alphabet,
it so happens that those letters which indicate the hours from noon
to 4 p. m. also spell the word

z:~ei..= "live. 1194 It would seem then,

that it was not necessary to actually physically mark the numbers on
the hour lines of the sundial.

They were well known without so doing.

Vitruvius (IX. VIII. 1) identifies several inventors of
sundials and mentions thirteen different types of dial.

Not all

of these dial types have been identified with actual remains and
not all remains have been satisfactorily assigned to one of Vitruvius'

93Greek Anthology X. 43.
94Margaret Gatty, The Book of Sundials, ed. H. K. F. Eden
and Eleanor Lloyd (London: Bell, 1900), p. 8.
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classifications.

Cetius Faventinus, in chapter 29 of his De Diversis

Fabricis Archltectionicae,95 gives a detailed description of two
types of dial mentioned by VitruviuB, the ]elecinum and the hemicyclium.
Philip Pattenden tells us that:
From this evidence it might be thought that Faventinus,
writing perhaps in the early third century A. D., is following
the Augustan writer, Vitruvius. As Soubrian and Plommer point
out this is not possible, and another source must be postulated.
However, the poor technical quality of Faventinus' description
shows that he was in fact describing two actual timekeepers,
whose construction and calibration he did not really understand. 96
Thus we have in Faventinus a layman's description of two dials,
the pelecinum, shaped like a double-axe, and the hemicyclium, Which
Vitruvius described as a semicircular dial hollowed out of a square
block and cut according to the latitude, invented by Berosus the
Chaldaean: Hemicyclium excavatum ex quadrato ad enclimaque succisum
Berosus Chaldaeus dicitur invenisse. 97
~~ice

in Faventinus we are told that there is no need for

extreme accuracy in the construction of sundials since linearly always
men are in a hurry and merely inquire what hour of the day they are
in. 1I98

A need in daily life for knowledge only of what hour one

was in is probably one reason why the sexagesimal division of' the
hour into minutes and seconds, a Babylonian deveiopment, was confined,

95H• Plommer, Vitruvius and Later Roman Building Manuals
(Cambridge: University Press, 1973), pp. 80 ff.

96 p • Pattenden, "Sundials in Cetius Faventinus,
QuarterlY, N. S., 29 (1979), p. 201.

II

Classical

97Yitruvius De Architectura IX. VIII. 1. For a discussion of
types of sundials in Yitruvius see: Gibbs, pp. 59-65.
98c. Faventinus 29, translated H. Plommer=H. Plommer, pp. 83
and 85.

in antiquity, on the whole, to the theoretical computations of
astronomers and mathematicians. 99
Before I return to the main focus of this paper, the practical
aspect of time in ancient Athens, I shall repeat, by way of summation
of this chaper, the important points of Graeco-Roman timekeeping
which we should bear in mind as we

contirr~e

our discussion.

In antiquity there were two classes of device for measuring
time, the water clock or klepsydra, and the sundial.

A rough estimate

of time could also be obtained by the use of onels own shadow.
Daylight was divided into twelve equal portions, seasonal or temporal
hours, so called because their length changed throughout the year.
Similarly, the night was divided into twelve hours or watches.
Only at the equinoxes
length.

~~re

the hours of day and night of similar

These were equinoctial hours.

The division of the hour

into smaller segments was of interest only to astronomers, and
most people only wanted to know what hour they were in.

Sundials

could be constructed on all manner of surfaces, but ancient diallers
appear to have had a penchant for conical and spherical surfaces.
Ancient sundials marked the seasonal hours and were only accurate
for the latitude for which they were designed.

Sundials served

calendrical purposes, such as recording solstices and equinoxes,
as well as telling

t~e,and

some scholars, such as D. J. Price,

believe that to have been their primary fUnction.

99

see:

In any case,

For the development of the sexagesimal system of notation
O. Neugebauer, The Exact Sciences in Antiguity, pp. 10-23.

when we talk about the development of time in antiquity, we must
realize that astronomical observations and the concept of the day
are closely allied, sinoe the latter ultimately evolved from the
discoveries of the former.

II
THE EVIDENCE
In this chapter, I shall present the archaeological and
literary evidence for the practical aspect of time and timekeeping
specifically for ancient Athens.

In the preceding chapter, I remarked

that III think we must admit the existence, from at least as early
as the end of the fifth century B. C., of at least an elementary
awareness of and interest, on the part of some Greeks, in marking
100
the passage of time. 11
Beginning with the evidence from this
period then, I shall outline the literary and archaeological material
concerning horology in ancient Athens through to approximately the
time of the birth of Christ, when Athens was very much under the
control of Rome.
I shall comment briefly upon each piece of material as presented,
and in the next chapter, I shall present my conclusions and attempt
to use this evidence to show the growing importance of clock time
for the Athenian citizenry from the fifth century B. C. to the birth
of Christ.

The evidence will be grouped into two main categories:

sundials and other timekeeping methods employing the use of shadows;
and water clocks, consisting of both the simple outflow klepsydra,
such as that used in the law courts, and the more complicated

100p. 27 •

inflow klepsydra.

Since our earliest extant piece of literary

evidence for timekeeping in Greece and Athens is the passage of
Herodotus (II. 109. )

where he mentions shadow measuring devices,

I shall begin my examination of the evidence for timekeeping in

Athens with sundials.
Sundials and Other Shadow Methods for Telling Time
As I just stated, Herodotus II. 109. ), which I mentioned
in chapter one

L~

connexion with the division of the day, is the

earliest extant source on ancient Greek time.

The text of this

passage is as follows:

for knowlege of the sundial and the gnomon and the twelve
divisions of the day came into Greece from Babylon.
(Aubrey de Se'linceurt translation)
S~linccurt translates the word rr6~o$ as sundial.

However, While

this word is connected with the measurement of the sun and shadows,
we do not know precisely what form it took in mid fifth century
Greece; therefore, the word sundial tends to be misleading.

As I briefly noted in the first chapter, there is some
dispute about the authenticity of this passage.
' terpo 1a t'~on. 101
sees ~' t as an Al exan d'
r~ne ~n

J. Enoch Powell

However, heases
b

his interpretation on the fact that he himself does not believe there

101J. E. Powell,

If

Greek Timekeeping," pp. 69-70.
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to be any concrete evidence for the gnomon and the polos in Greece
before, at the earliest, the third century B. O.

He arrives at the

third century B. C. because that is the date of Berosos the Chaldaean,
who he says is the earliest inventor of the sundial that Vitruvius
mentions (IX. IX. 1).

He also finds the evidence of later authors,

who mention Greek sundials in classical times, to be back projection,
on the part of these writers, of the ideas and interpretations
Yet, as I also noted, D. S. Robertson

prevalent in their own time.

rebuts Powell's arguments and tells us that the evidence "for
Greek sundials (in the widest sense) • • • for the fifth and fourth
centuries cannot be lightly dismissed. ,,102
"the old argument that the

T1lS

He also asserts that

~ff)flS instead of

4>Ot.5

suggests that

the Herodotean passage is pre-Alexandrine is not without force. 11 103
By the second century B. c~

II

4f'r was

used in the limited sense of

'hour I . II 104
In view of Robertson's evidence, I think we should look
upon this passage as Herodotean.

However, what specifically Herodotus

is referring to with the words polos
Stephanie Vlest informs us that:

and gnomon, is open to conjecture.
/

"yvc.Jf-WV in Greek is not much more

specific than 'gauge,' 'indicator,

t

or 'marker' in English. ,,105

102
Robertson, liThe Evidence for Greek Timekeeping,

II

p. 180.

103 Ibid ., p. 182.

104 Waddell, Herodotus:

Book II, p. 218, n. 109. 11.

l05s . 'l~est, "0u1 tural Interchange Over a Water Clock,"
Classical Quarterly, N. 5., 23 (1973), p. 62.

,8
As Sharon Gibbs remarks t with reference to this passage of Herodotus:
1T"6~o5

"14entioned in connection with the twelve parts of the day, the
and

/

yVf.J)~

could very well be timekeepers.

Unfortunately we have no

clear description of their appearance or use. It 105
The next piece of evidence, this time referring specifically
to Athens, is the passage from the scholiast on Aristophanes
997.

Apparently }'leton, the astronomer, erected a

l

Birds

1AlO'I67TCOI/ on

the Fnyx at Athens in 4,,/2 B. C.
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Philochorus states that he (sc. l<leton) set up nothing on Colonus
but that in the archonship of Apseudes, who preceded Pythodorus,
he placed an heliotropion in the present place of assembly
close to the wall on the Pnyx. l07
As I have already mentioned, we do not know precisely what form the
early shadow measuring devices took, although Gibbs, referring to
:t-1eton I S heliotropion, informs us that lithe name suggests that the
instrument at least marked the seasons,"l08 that is to say, solstices
and equinoxes.
In the first chapter I remarked that Homer Thompson and K.
Kourouniotes believe they have discovered the base of Meton's
sundial.

They list the objections to the suggestion that their

l05GibbS, p. 6.
107Scholiast on Aristophanes Birds 997; K. Kourouniotes
and H. A. Thompson, p. 207.
l08Gibbs, p. 94, n. 14.
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find is actually the remains of the base of an altar on the Pnyx
to either Zeus Agoraios or Herakles Alexikakos,109 and conclude that
!lin view of these difficulties we would suggest that this rock
working served as the foundation for the podium of Meton I s heliotropion. II 110
Powell believes that the information about timekeeping in
classical times contained in later writers is unreliable, but I
tand to agree with Robertson when he says that the information about
Meton

II

s hould not be called

Aristophanic scholiuru. I1111

I

late I because it survives only in an

Much of what we know about various aspects

of antiquity is preserved for us in later writers.

For that matter,

when Vitruvius writes about Berosus the Oha1daean, he should be
considered a

I

late , writer.

I think one of the main reasons that

Powell dismisses the evidenoe for timekeeping in classical times is
that it does not agree with his theories, especially about the passage
of Herodotus.
Aristophanes, in the Ekklesiazusae (651 ff.), provides us
with information on the use of the shadow to determine the hour.
In Gibbs

I

words:

"two Athenian farmers, husband and wife, discuss

the time of dinner in terms of a shadow length of ten feet. 11112

109Kourouniotes and Thompson, p. 210.
110
Ibid.
111
Robertson, p. 181.
112Gibbs, p.

94,

n. 15.
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One of them says as follows:
!!P.

PRo All labour and toil to your slaves you will leave;
Your buainess twill be, when the shadows of eVe
Ten feet on the face of the dial are cast,
To scurry away to your evening repast.
ll~
(B. B. Rogers translation) /
Athenaeus, a native of Naucratis Egypt, living in Rome at
the end of the second or beginning of the third century A. D.,
Deipnosophist~,

tells us, in the

of two instances of guests, invited

to dine at a certain hour, arriving too early because they mistook
the length of morning shadows for those of afternoon shadows.
Athenaeus attributes one of these stories (1. 8. b-c) to Eubulus
(c. )70 B.

c.).

ll'Rogers provides the information that: If In the primitive
dials of ,qhich Aristophanes is speaking the hour was determined not
by the direction, but by the length of the shadow. And according to
the most careful observation which I have been able to make or procure,
an object casts a shadow of 'over twenty-two' times its own height at
sunset, and a shadow of ten times its own height about thirty-one
minutes ea.rl"ier.

It

Aristophanes Ecclesie.zttsae, ad. Rogers; Loeb

Classical Library (Cambridge,
p.

,08.

~~ss.:

Harvard University Press, 1924),
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Eubulus, the comic poet, says, I b~lieve: IIThere are,
among our guests invited to dinner, two invincibles, Philocrates
and--Philocratesl For I count him, though one, as two (and
lusty too); yes, even as three • • • Once, they say, he had
been asked out to dine by some f'riend who told him to come
when the shadow on the dial measured twenty feet. So at dawn
he bagan to measure when the sun was rising, and when the shadow
was too long by more than a couple of feet he came to dine, and
said that he had arrived a little late because of business
engagements--though he had come at daybreakl tt
(C. B. Gulick transla.tion)
The other story (Daipnosophists VI.
to Menander

243), Athenaeus assigns

(315/14 B. C.).
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"Matron also mentions the parasite Chaerephon, in a passage
quoted before, but Menander mentions him as well in ~he Hea.ddress. And in Temperament also he says: lNot the smallest bit
different from Chaerephon is the fellow, whoever he is, who was
once invited to dine when the sun1s shadow marks twelve feet;
rising at dawn, he took a look at the shadow cast by the moon
and ran filII speed as though he were late, arriving at daybr-eak.
(c. B. Gulick translation)
We can better understand these anecdotes when we realize
that the shadow lengths, that is, the number of feet per shadow,
marked two hour points at intervals from noon (the sixth hour), one
for the morning and one for the afternoon.

There were gnomon-tables

which listed the length of the shadow for the hour of the day.
The distances were only approximate and varied with the seasons.

42
"A new [table] was needed for each month. 11114
Alciphron (second or third century A. D.), in his
of Parasites,

II

II

Letters

attributes to the parasites a great preoccupation with

marking the hours for meals.

One letter (2, 111.5), is entitled

/19., V£tJ.OI< OA.&.T(T~ln, which the Loe b e di ti on ren de rs in

English as IIHour-of-Six-Chaser to Doorbolt-Pecker.
(11, III. 47), is called ~f"l"'r)..~I~05
"Clock-Watcher to Greens-Grazer.

II

A second letter

\I

AIX.X(x:voOfJ:vr(J'f?' translated,

However, the best example of

mealtime marking in Alciphron is in letter 1, III.

4.

Trechedeipnus to Lopadecthambus
(II Dinnerchaser to Dish-Crazy")
The pointer doesn't mark the sixth hour yet, and I am in danger
of withering away, so goaded am I by hunger, So now, Lopadecthambus,

114Rohr , Sundials, p. 15.

it's time for you to produce a scheme, or better still a
crowbar and a ropa to hang ouselves with. For if we throw
down the Whole column which supports this hateful sundial,
or bend the gnomon this way when it will be able to mark
the hours sooner, that will be a scheme worthy of Palamedes!
As matters stand I'm parched, if you please, and dried up from
hunger. And Theochares doesn't take his place on his mattress
until his boy runs up and tells him that it's six. So we need
some such plan as this to outwit him and upset his routine.
Brought up as he has been by a severe and frowning pedagogue,
he has no youthful ideas, but like a Laches or an Apolexis
he is strict in his ways and doesn't let his stomach take its
fill until the dinner hour has arrived.
(A. R. Rogers Benner and F. H. Forbes translation)
Aloiphron wrote during the second or third century A. D., but his
latters were supposedly those of fourth century B. C. Athenians.
While the evidence contained within Athenaeus tends to contradict
the supposition that fourth century B. C.

A~nians

commonly used

sundials to mark mealtimes, since the parasites he mentions rely
on shadow lengths, the letters of Alciphron certainly show that by
the second century A. D., when Alciphron was living, the sundial was
the standard means of marking them.
The remaining evidence for sundials in ancient Athens is in
the form of examples preserved for us from antiquity.

These dials

can all be found in Gibbs' book, Greek and Roman Sundials, and for
ease of reference, I shall note Gibbs' catalogue number for each one.
~4ost

type.

of the dials we have from Athens are examples of the conical
These include Gibbs' catalogue numbers ;OOlG through ;Ol5G

and number ;044G.
Number ;OOlG is a dial "found in the ruins of the theater
of Dionysos in Athens. 11115
115
Gibbs, p. 220.

It is made of pentelic marble and still
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has its gnomon, made from bronze, intact.

No date is given for it.

Pentelic marble is also the material used to construct a
conical dial, number 3002G, IIfound in a marble dump in the Greek
Agora at Athens, April 12, 1951. ,,116

No date is given for this

dial either.

II

According to Gibbs, the

mar ble used to construct this

dial is similar to that used for at least two other dials found in
the Agora:

30l2G and 30130. 11117

This dial and the one following,

3003G, are both unpublished.
Dial 30030 is of white marble.

As for date and location

of find, these facts are not mentioned.
Number 3004G is also undated and no mention is made of its
original provenance.

This dial is of ,,/hi te marb Ie with gray strea.ks

and bears a dedication in Greek.
Oatalogue number 3005G is a conical dial of white marble,
no date given, discovered in the excavations of the Theatre of
Dionysos.
Dial 3006G is now in Berlin, but was originally brought
from Athens.

It is of pentelic marble, and M. Gatty says that "it

is said to be of fairly early date 9. O. 11118
Another Athenian sundial no longer in that city is now in
the museum at Leiden, in the Netherlands, where it was placed in

116Gibbs, p. 222.
117 Ibid •

118Gatty, The Book of Sun-dials, p. 33 citing ItArcheologische
Zeitung, II 1818, p. 37.

1826.

It is number 3007 in Gibbs' catalogue.

Of white marble,

it was originally found near the ancient Academy in Athens.

No date

is given.
Dial ,008G is still in situ in Athens.

It is east of the

Choragic IImonument of Thrasyllos below the Acropolis above the Theater
of Dicnysos."119 stuart and Revett commented upon it in their
Antiquities of Athens, 120 and Mrs. Gatty tells us that lithe dial
is of Pentelic marble, of the hemicycle form, and possibly may have
marked the hours for the performances in the Dionysian theatre.
what period it was placed t.here we cannot 'l:.e11." 121

At

However, Gat.ty

says, it is likely that the sundial belonged to the period of the
Emperor Hadrian's repairs to the theatre during the second century
A. D.

The next six Athenian dials in Gibbs' catalogue, ,009G through
,014G, are all umpublished.

Dials ,009G, ,01IG, ,012G, ,OI,G, and

,014G are all made from similar pentelic marble,

Dial number , 002G ,

as I mentioned above, is also made from similar marble.

Number

,00% was "recovered from a pre-war marble pile in the Greek Agora
of Athens, t4ay, 195,.11122

Catalogue number ,0100, also of pentelic

marble, at. a height of only six inches, "is considerably smaller
than the average conical dia1. 1J12.,

It was I1found in [aJ well at

119Gibbs, p. 227.
120stuart and Revett, The Antiguities of' Athens, Vol. II, p. 46.
l21Gatty, p.
1??

,4.

---Gibbs, p. 229.

,~.,.

J.'::::7~.,

p. 2,0.
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6/NE in the Greek Agora at Athens, May 22,_ 1936. u 124
Number 3011G was "found August 4, 1970, in the upper destruction
fi 11 of a Roman house in the Greek Agora at Athens. ,,125

30l2G was

Itfound June 9, 1939, in the midst of' late Roman fill in the Greek
126
Agora at Athens. Ii
Also "found in a marble pile in the Greek Agora
at Athens,1I was dial 3013G. 12 7

Dial 30l4G was tlfound in [aJ marble pile

north of the temple of Ares in the Greek Agora at Athens, on July 2,
1951. 11128

No dates a.re provided for these dia13.

Conical di9.1 3015G is of white marble.

No information

concerning its date or location of discovery is given.
An unpublished, conical dial of pentelic marble, now in
Vienna, Austria, and "found in 1896 in the region of Siebengebirge,
Germany,1I129 according to Gibbs, may have originally come from Athens.
IIComputed parameters, material, and workmanship suggest Greek origin-possibly Athens. 11130
~al

5003G, a vertical plane dial, was "found June 25, 1951,

in a marble pile north of the Temple of Ares in the Greek Agora,
Athens. 11131

The dial, of hymettian marble, is unpublished.

Most of the sundial remains listed above do not provide us
with very much information.

However, for the sake of completeness,

I have included them in this chapter.

l24Gibbs, p. 230,

125 Ibid • , p. 23l.

l26 Ibid • , p. 232.

l27Ibid. , p. 233.

128 Ibid • , p. 234.

129Ibid. , p. 316.
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We now come to the final dial, or I should rather say, set
of dials, from Athens, catalogued in Gibbs' book, number 5001, the
dials from the Tower of the Winds in Athens.

Some authors, such as

Gatty, say that lithe tower was not built with any view to the dials;
they were an afterthought. lll32

Rohr is of similar mind. 133

However,

D. J. Price and J. V. Noble inform us that:
There is nothing whatsoever to indicate that they may have been
a later embellishment of the building as some have suggested.
On the contrary, the fact that the equinoctial lines on the north
and south dials run precisely, across the width of the wall from
the first hour line to the eleventh, is an indication that their
scale was conceived with the same geometrical economy and neai-4
ness that characterizes the plan of the rest of the building. 3
On each of the eight walls of the tower was carli"ed a vertical
sundial and on the cylindrical tower attached to the south wall,
there are remains of a ninth dial.

This ninth specimen differs from

the other eight in that it was marked on a convex cylinder.

The

tower was constructed sometime in the first century B. C., so as
Gibbs te 11s us:

/I

If the vertical dials on the eight sides of

Andronicusls Tower of Winds in Athens were engraved at the time the
tower was buH t, they belong to the first century B. C. 1I1 35
the tower was made of white marble, so too were the dials.
mentions the Tower of the Winds in De Architectura

133Rohr, p. 15.

13\~oble
135~~hho
\.f .... ..,

1tJ~,

and Price, p. 346.

np •

1:'

7~_7~
t u - r 7-

Vitruvius

(I. VI. 4) and

Yarra remarks upon it in the Res Rusthne (III. V. 17).

132Gatty, p. 4O.

As

However,
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neither author mentions either the sundials on the exterior of the
building or the water clock that in all probability graced the interior
of the structure and about which I shall have more to say in the
next section on \-/ater clocks.

Vitruvius calls the building "an

octagonal marble tower" surmounted by a wind...vane.

Varro names it

a horologium, "a term," say Noble and Price, "which may apply equally
to sundials and water clock, but hardly to a simple wind"'vane. ,,1,36
As we have seen, the majority of the sundials preserved from
Athens are of the conical variety.
major areas:

They have been discovered in t'110

in the Greek Agora; and around the Theatre of Dionysos.

The latter, as Gatty has suggested, may have been connected \nth
marking the time of performances at the theatre.

Gibbs suggests

that a manufacturing centre may have accounted for several of the
dials found in the Agora.
A number of similar conical dials made of the same material
(see 30l2G) have been found in the Athenian agora, and this may
mean that a manufacturing center was located there. l 37
The Tower of the Winds, with its nine sundials, is in the so called
Roman agora at Athens.

I shall discuss the possible significance

of its location after I have examined the evidence for its function
as a water clock.

Therefore, let us now turn to an examination of

the archaeological and literary evidence for water clocks as a means
of keeping time in ancient Athens.

l36Noble and Price, p.
l37G1., bb s, p. 77 •

346.

Wa ter Clocks
As I remarked earlier, there were two categories of water
clock, the outflow and the inflow.

The outflow k1epsydra, which is

not like a clock as we know it, is the simpler of the two and it
measured the length of time it took a fixed amount of
from a container.

~~ter

to escape

It was used predominantly in Athenian law courts

and most of our evidence concerning it is in connexion with this use.
The outflow klepsydra appears to be the older of our two types and
therefore I shall examine the evidence, mostly literary, for its
use in Athens, before citing the evidence for the inflow device.
Before listing the literary evidence for the use of tne
klepsydra in the law courts, of which there is, relatively speaking,
a plethora, I shall discuss the remains of one such vessel, which
I mentioned in passing in the first chapter.

This vessel is the

Athenian court k1epsydra discovered in the excavations of the
Athenian Agora, by the American School of Olassical Studies at
Athens.

138

It was discovered in "an undisturbed well-deposit of

about 400 B. 0. 11 ,139 and dates to approximately this time.

For the

sake of clarity, I shall cite Young's description of the vessel:
It is a substantial pail-shaped vessel with heavy flat bottom,
high slightly flaring sides, and simple thickened rim. The

138S. Young, "An Athenain Clepsydra,
l39Ibid.f p. 275.

II

pp. 27 4-284 •
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horizontal handles are missing, but the attachment of one is
preserved, well belo~ the rim. The fabric is that of the
ordinary Athenian household mixing-bowl of the fifth century.
Like them it is waterproofed by means of a dull glaze wash
inside and on the rim; a thinner wash of the same sort has been
rather carelessly applied to the exterior as well. Two
inscriptions are painted in bold glaze letters on the wall:
above, ANTIOX _ , below, XX. Olose to the bottom of the pot
is a carefully made clay spout, fitted with a small bronze
inner tube. Oentered above the spout, just below the rim, is
a hole which would permit the pot to be filled to the same level
each time.
These arrangements correspond to the specifications which
11 terature provides for the clepsydra, the "water-clock"
commonly used in the Athenian law courts from the end of the
fifth century until at least the end of the fourth. The essential
elements are the spout, which makes possible an easily controlled
outflow of the potls contents, and the overflo~ hole above, which
supplies a visual check, on accurate filling. 140
Young restores the inscription ANifOX _

on the vessel as Avn.o X [(So'S],

The XX inscription can be expanded to
141
to Young, "since
This rendering IIseems reasonable ll

one of the Athenian tribes.

x(OOS)

X(ooS).

we know that the water used in the clepsydras was regulated by measure,
and that the unit was the 'fPC) .11142

Young also te 11s us that "by

actual test, the Agora clepsydra of two choes capacity, filled with
water to the overflow hole, discharges its contents in a mean of six
minutes. ,,14,
With this introduction to an example of the actual device,
let us now turn to the ancient literature concerning it and its use
. <tv
~.&.h ens. 144
lon

140
Young, pp. 274-275.
l42 Ibid ., p. 278.
144Mos t of the following references can be found in Young's
ariticle. Any literary evidence that cannot be found there, will
likely be found in Max C. P. Schmidt, Kulturhistorische Beitra~e zur
Kenntnis des Griechischen und Romischen Altertum, Zweites Heft:
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According to Young /lour earliest authority for the clepsydra
is Aristophanes. 1I145

In the Acharnians 69,

(425/4 B. c.), a member

of the chorus, in Young's words Ita I4arathonian hero, grumbles that
it is hardly fitting that youngsters should shame an old manls
grey hairs by dragging him into 11 tiga tion. 11146

How can it be seemly a grey-headed man
by the Water-clock's stream to decoy and to slay,
(B. B. Rogers translation)
In the Wasps

(9,), three years later (422 B. C.), Aristophanes

again alludes to the court function of the klepsydra.

Xanthias, a

slave, describes the IIdisease ll from which his old master, a law,
court lover, suffers.

Or if he doze the tiniest speck, his soul
Flutters in dreams around the water-clock.
(B. B. Rogers translation)
In the same play (Wasps

856-858), Bdelycleon and Philocleon

(the law court lover), when equipping their in-home law court, find
a k1epsydra a necessity.

Die Entstehung der Antiken i'lasseruhr (Leipzig, 1912), cited by Noble
and Price, p. )45. Unfortunately, I was unable to obtain this volume.

145Young, p. 276.
_ L./

.l.l1-b

Ibid •
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BD. That's capital: then now methinks we have
All that we 'tlant. No, there's no water-piece.
PH. Water-piece, quotha! pray what call you this?
(B. B. Rogers translation)
Aristophanes provides us with one more reference to the
klepsydra.

In the Birds (414 B.

c.),

the chorus makes the following

comment (1694):

7fi
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In the fields of Litigation,
Near the itater-clock, a nation
With its tongue its belly fills;
(B. B. Rogers translation)

A scho1iast on Aristophanes Acharnians 694 gives us an
explanation of the klepsydra:
vOaTo,

~ yti. p KA.£fvopa ,1YYEirJ" (rTTtI' iXOI' /~tKf>0TJ.-;-}JII i;r.lj1' 7rEpi T(~V 7rl'()p.€l'a, Hr.E,' {I' n:' OtKrt<TTl]p[':' /w:rrov

(T[OETO.---

the clepsydra is a vessel with a very small h~le near the
base; full of water, it was placed in court. I 7
In the speeches of the orators, we find a multitude of

references to the k1epsydra, or as they preferred to call it, the
(I r
{JOWl

(water).
Isocrates mentions the k1epsydra in terms of the "water"

in his "Special Plea Against Callimachus II (XVIII. 51), c. 400 B. C.:
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Young, p. 277 and n. 15.
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The fact is, though, that if I should try to tell of all the
others v(ho have been the objects of his plots, of the private
law suits in which he has been involved, of the public sui~s
which he has entered, of the persons with whom he has conspired
or aga.i. i'lst whom he has bOrne false wi t.ness, not even twice as
much water as has been allotted me would prove sufficient.
(Larue van Hook translation)

J. E. Sandys comments that the klepsydra lIis even introduced into
1I 148

the artificial speech of Isocrates.

But I perceive, even though my feelings carry me away,
that the water in the clock is giving out, while I myself
r~va fallen into thoughts and recriminations which would exhaust
the day.
(George Norlin translation)
In two speeches, Isaeus makes direct reference to the klepsydra
under the term ~Jwf'

In both instances~ it is for the same purpose,

to have the klepsydra stopped, i.e. plugged, for the reading of laws
and depositions.

The klepsydra

"''lB.S

stopped during the reading or

speaking of evidence II: 149
On the Estate of Fyrrhus (c. 360 B. C.) III. 12.
VOWp.

avuyt}'JIWUK€.

au

0' €7Tf)\Uf3~

r6

Read the depositions; and you, please stop the water-clock.
(E. s. Forster translation)

148

Iaocrates Antidosis ;20; Aristotle J 6 Constitution of Athens,
rev. text and intro. by J. E. Sandys (1912; rpt. New York: Arno Press,
197;), p. ;58.
(London:

149W• R. M. Lanb, trans., Lysias, Loeb Classical Library
Heinemann, 1950 ),Pp. 508-509, n. a.

On the Estate of Menecles (c. 350 B. C.) II. 34.
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Please read these depositions; and, you, turn off the waterclock.
(E. S. Forster translation)

JJa.>t

Young informs us that "Lysias refers to the
in a single plea ". 150

In each of the five instances (XXIII. 4, 8, 11,

14, 15; 387 B. C.), he uses exactly the same sentence:
H(

70

five times

uo(U,f.--"Please stop the water.

!<Oci.. .~OL €.r;(.A~6
"

J,,'

This is the same allusion to

11

the klepsydra that we have just seen in Isaeus.
In the Theaetetus (c. 370 B. C.), Plato IItwice refers to the
dr
ClO":!,

of the la\'1 courts, 172d and 20lb. II 151

Comparing the philosophic

life and that of the orator or lawyer, Plato has Socrates say that
lithe one is the training of a freeman the other of a slave II. 152
Referring to the class of

la~~ers,

he says, 172 d-e:
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Young, p. 276.
151Sandys, Aristotle

IS

Constitution of Athens, p. 258, n.

LXVII, l.

152Lewis Campbell, ed., The Theaetetus of Plato (1861; rpt.
New York: Arno Press, 1973), p. 100.
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But the other sort are always pressed for time: for the
ebbing lfater hurries on the speaker: and he has no liberty
to follow whither fancy leads him, but the adversary is at hand
to wield over him the resistless logic of ooercion, holding a
written outline of the points to which he must confine himself,
~mich forms a running commentary to his oration.
(Lewis Campbell translation)
The second allusion to the klepsydra in the Theaetetus comes
in a passage where Plato has Socrates discussing one of his favourite
topics, the definition of knowledge.

Socrates is disproving the

theory that 'knowledge is true opinion'.

He is again discussing the

orators of the court (Theaetetus, 201 b) •
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Or do you really suppose them to be such learned and convincing
__ doctors, that during the short time the water is flowing they can
satisfactorily instruct their hearers in the truth of thines and
events that took place when and where they were not present, as
when they plead before the judges on behalf of persons said to have
been defrauded of money, or violently plundered of some other property7
(Talyer Lewis translation)
Demosthenes frequently refers to the "water" of the court
in his speeches.

Young comments that:

"Demosthenes, to show his

good faith and fair-mindedness in a dispute, calls upon Aeschines to
claim the credit for whatever benefit he has- ever done the state
wi thin the time limit of his own speech II. 153
Corona

(A~III.

139).

153Young, p. 276.

This is in the De

If he claims any [patriotic actJ, let him cite it now while
my hour-glass [water clock] runs.
(C. A. Vine and J. H. Vine translation)
In a footnote, Young te 11s us that

GV T~ ~f' ~SLX.r L.

flis a common

rhetorioal tag, and we meet it as early as Andocides' I, 26,

55 11 •
~v

154

However, in Andocides '
speech
(
399 )
B. o. , the expression

IW Jfw A6vw
is
I
L.

55,

,;,

~

Neither the word

used to refer to the time allotted to the speaker.

'/;b1

nor

I<AtfbJjJrI..

is used.

Demosthenes uses this

same device in his speech against Eubu1ides (LVII. 61).

He again

employs the term t£~.
This same term appears in Demosthenes' earliest speech
(1'Against Aphobus" XXVII. 1. 12; 364 B. C.), where the orator remarks
that there is insufficient time to catalogue the wrongs his estate
has suffered at the hands of his guardians.

This, then, men of the jury, was the amount of property
left by my father. How much of it has been squandered, how
much they have severally taken, and of how much they have
jointly robbed me, it is impossible to tell in the time
allotted to one plea. I must discuss each one of these questions
se parate ly.
(A. T. MUrray translation)
In a speech in the Private Orations (XLIII. 8), Demosthenes

154Young,

p. 276, n. 12.
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describes another instance when he feels he was not given enough
time to plead his case.
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And when the archon brought the case into court, and the
trial was to be held, they had everything cleverly arranged
for the trial, and in particular the water which was to measure
their speeches was four times as much as that allowed to us.
For the archon, men of the jury, was obliged to pour into the
water-clock an amphora of water for each claimant, and three
choes for the reply; so that I, who acted as pleader for the
lady, ~s not only unable to explain to the jurymen the relationship and other matters as clearly as I could have wished, but
could not even defend myself against the smallest fraction
of the lies which they told about us; for I had but a fifth
part of the water.
(A. T. l~urray trans la tion )
Aeschines comments upon the amount of water that has been
allotted his defence in his speech liOn the Embassy" (II. 126;

343 B. c.).

There is still time enough to do it, for in the appointment of
the day eleven jars of water have been assigned to my defence.
(C. D. Adams translation)
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In the IISpeech Against Otesiphon lJ (III. 197; 330 B. 0.),
Aeschines gives an account of the division of the legal day.

But I will tell you what plea is in order from the honest
advocate. \Vhen an indictment for an illegal motion is tried
in court, the day is divided into three parts. The first water
is poured in for the accuser, the laws, and the democracy;
the second water, for the defendant and those who speak on the
question at issue; but when the question of illegality has
been decided by the first ballot, then the third water is poured
in for the question of the penalty and the extent of your
anger.
(0. D. Adams trans 1ation)
When Aristotle is discussing the Athenian court system, in
the Oonstitution of Athens (LXVII. 2), he gives us, what Young calls,
"our earliest description of the object which held this legal ttwf'. II 155
This passage is fragmentary and I here reproduce two restorations
of it.

The first version (from Blass I edition of the Oonstitution

as cited by young) does not bracket the restorations.
second version, (edited by Sandys) does

bracke~.

However, the

the restorations, and

from it we can see that the key words K).(;'f~(..rl.. and ~Sr are not in
question.

155Young, p. 276.
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and there are clepsydras which have small tubes for the outflow;
into these they pour the water by which the lawsuits must be
conducted. l 58
(Young translation)
Aristotle also mentions the presence of an official, elected
by lot, to oversee the IIwa terll (Constitution of Athens, LXVIII. 3),
a practice upon which I have earlier remarked.
From the evidence presented above, it is clear that the
klepsydra played an important part in the Athenian la .., courts.
shall return to this point in my concluding chapter.

I

There is,

ho,,,ever, a noteable bias, on the part of the orators, against the
use of the word

\

//

/{1Itf;;'f(J(.'! 0......

Concerning this point, Stephanie West

states:
The sense of 'water-clock' sounds as if it originat~s in slang
and the orators obviously prefer expressions with vo~~ when
they have to refer to it. The word KA~fJJf~ is also conspicuous
by it-s absi3ne-e from an inscription of laSGS (Hicks, J.-H. S.
viii [1887J, 103), dated to the early third century B. C.,
which gives a detailed specification for the construction of
such a device. 159
The Agora was the market place of the city and according to
Athenaeus (Deipnosophists, XIV, 640 b-c), the comic poet Eubulus

156

Ag.

~oA.,

LA~II.

2; ed. Blass, as cited in Young, p. 276,

n. 14.
157sandys, ed., Aristotle' Constitution of Athens, pp. 257258, LXVII. 2.
l58Young, p. 276.
159

\'lest, "Cultural Interchange Over a Tflater-Clock,
See p. 68 of this paper.

II

p. 63, n. 2.
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commented upon all the things that could be bought there--including
fruit and vegetables; lawsuits, witnesses, and even water-clocks.
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Again, as Eubulus has said in The Happy Woman: IJA. In one and
the same place you will find all kinds of things for sale together at Athens; figs--B. fOlicemen! A. grapes, turnips,
pears, apples--B. witnesses. A. roses, medlars, haggis,
honeycomb, chick-peas--B. lawsuits! A. beestings, curds,
myrtle-berries--B. ballot-boxesl A. iris, roast lamb--B.
waterclocks, laws, indiotinecn"ts~t II
(C. B. Gulick translation)
The Athenian Agora

comments that in this passage:

Guid~

The way in which the political life of the city was not
only jostled by commercial activity but perhaps ~nduly influenced
by it is neatly put by the comic poet Euboulos.160
Athenaeus also remarks (Deipnosophists XIII.

567. c-d) that

Eubulus wrote a play entitled Kleusydra, about a prostitute who
sold her time by the water clock.
,
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And many dramas, besides, you shameless one, have taken their
titles from prostitutes: Thalatta by Diocles, Corianno by
Pherecrates, Anteia by Eunicus or Philyllius, Thais and Phanion
by Jvlenander, Opora by Alexis, Clepsydra by Eubulus. Now this
last prostitute got her name because she timed her favours by
the water-clock, stopping when it was emptied, as Asclepiades,
the son of Areius, records in his; History of Demetrius of Phalerum,
alleging that her real name was Metiche.
(C. B. Gulick translation)
This passage shows considerable knowledge of the operation of the
court klepsydra.
Aristotle also mentions the klepsydra in the Poetics (VII.
11), where he remarks that it was at one time used to regulate the
length of the performance of tragedies.
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The limit of length considered in relation to competitions
and production before an audience does not concern this treatise.
Had it been the rule to produce a hundred tragedies, the performance would have been regulated by the water clock, as it
is said they did once in other days.
(W. Hamilton Fyfe translation)
We have, however, no other reference to the use of the klepsydra
to regulate the length of plays, and there is some doubt as to the
interpretation of this passage. 161

Consequently, we cannot assert

that the water clock was ever used to regulate the length of tragedies.
Aeneas Tacitus (mid fourth century B. C.) IIrecommends the
use of clepsydrae to ensure the fair distribution of watches among
the troop" (lTO>-'LOfI</7nl<lI.. XXII. 24).

161

"He suggests adjusting it [the

Ingram Bywater, ed. and trans., Aristotle on the Art of
Poetry (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1909), pp. 182-18,; Gerald F. Else,
Aristotle 1 s Poetics: The Arg'.lment (Cambridge, lft,ass.: Harvard
UniVersity Press, 1957), pp. 286-288.
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klepsydra] to the shorter nights of summer by coating the inside with
wax, which may be gradually removed as the nights grow longer", (ITo)..,LOfK'lru<.{)(.,

XXII. 25). 162
1\;1&Hov M:

cco-r~c;_

Kf:KTjpwcr8eu -rIX itcrU)8f:v, Ked !;lCCKPO-rEPUlV f:!EV ytYV0f:!EVU)V
-rwv VUK-rWV 6c.<jlCCtpf:lcrSCCt -rou KTjpoll, '(vC( TIAEOV uocup xcupn,
0pCCXU'IEpCUV M TIpocrTIAo:crcrE<18cct; 'tvcc EAcco-o-ov OEX'l-rC(L. nEpt
f:!EV oi'lv q)UAccKi.:lv to-6-rTj-roC; tKC(VWC; !;lOt OEi3-qA6cr8cu.

Un meilleur proc~d~ consiste h. l' enduire, h 1'intE1rieur, de cire
qu10n enl~ve quand les nuits rallongent afin que la clepsydre
contienne plus d'eau; on en rajoute au contraire quand elles
raccourcissent, pour diminuer la capaci t~. Ceci pos~, je
crois mletre suffisamment expliqu~ sur l'~galit~ des vei1les.
(Anne-Marie Bon translation)
Aeneas Tacitus' also mentions the klepsydra in a fragment of the
/

JrOAi..0tK1TlklX. (XLVIII), where he speaks of the exactness \'tith which

tithe orifice through which the water flows out should be made. 11163

We do not know whether Aeneas Tacitus' suggestion was ever put into
practical application.
As I mentioned earlier, Plato was supposedly responsible for
devising a water clock for use at night by his associates at the
Academy (Athenaeus, Deipnosophists, IV. 174. c).

Armstrong and McK.

Camp consider that it IIwas essentially a large-scale k1epsydra.
AEyETm OE IIA~LTwva fLLKpav TLva
Evi·owv OOVVaL ToD Ka7aaKEvaapCt7oS' VVK7EPWOV
;-;0£~aav7a wpo:\oywv €O£KDS' T(~ vopaVALK(~ orav
KAEI!,,58po.. v {LEyaA77v Mav.

l62 west , p. 63.
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Young, p. 277.
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Armstrong and McK. Camp, p. 160, n. 19.
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but it is said that Plato imparted a slight hint of its construction in having made a time-piece for use at night which
resembled a water-organ, being a very large water-clock.
(C. B. Gulick translation)
West remarks that:

"It does not sound very sophisticated. ,,165

Now we come to the archaeological remains of two monumental
water clocks, the outflow klepsydra turned inflow klepsydra from
the Greek Agora at Athens, and the water clock in the Tower of the
Winds in the Roman Agora.

Armstrong and McK. Camp give the most

detailed account of the water clock in the Athenian Agora, 166 and

D. J. Price and J. V. Noble give the most comprehensive account of
the water clock in the Tower of the Winds. l67
In the last chapter I described the construction of the water
clock in the Athenian Agora in great detail.

Therefore, I shall

here present only a brief description of the major points of its
construction as related to its probable function.

The remains of

the device were discovered in the 1953 excavations of the

Atheni~~

Agora by the American School of Classical studies at Athens.

The

water clock, in the south\rest portion of the Agora, was constructed,
in the second half of the fourth century B. Co, against the north

165.i'lest, p. 63, n. 3.
166"Notes on a Water Clock in the Athenian Agora,1I pp.

147-

161.
167"The Water Clock in the Tower of the Winds," pp. 345-
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side of the structure which has been identified as the Heliaia.
Mabel Lang gives us a concise description of it.
A shaft (A) lined with hydraulic cement must have been filled
from a similarly coated reservoir (B). MUch worn steps (C)
leading down to the lower level give access to the metallined aperture (u), through which, when unplugged, the water
would be drained from the shaft at a regular rate. The diameter
of the metal tube and the dimensions of the shaft must have
been calculated so that the sinking water-level accurately
reflected the passage of the hours. The walls of the shaft itself
may have been marked with the haul'S" but it is more likely, for
visibility at a distance, that some kind of flag mounted on a
float would be viewed against a calibrated background. Since
the standard twelve hours between sunrise and sunset necessarily
changed their length from season to season (ranging from perhaps
45 minutes at the winter solstice to 72 minutes at midsummer), 168
frequent changes must have been made to adjust the rate of flow.
The water clock was apparently supplied with water from a
nearby aqueduct, which also brought it to the Southwest Fountain
House.

Armstrong and McK. Camp feel that the remains of the water

clock indicate that it was converted from a device of the outflow
variety to an inflow type, sometime during the third century B. C.,
and as previously noted, "the installation in the Agora was dismantled
in the 2nd

~entury

B. C. after tl'le ctlnstruetion of the Middle St.oa

and the raising of the ground level between the Stoa and the Heliaia. 1I169
It seems inescapable that the water clock ,.,as so located as to be a
convenient indicator of the time for the people in the Agora, and
Armstrong and McK. Oamp remark that:

44.

168
Mabel Lang,

\~aterworks

in the Athenian Agora, ills. 45,

l69The Atherlian Agora Guide, p. 169.
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The position of the clock is noteworthy. Set up in the
southwest corner of the Agora, facing north on the open square
and at the head of the st~eets which led through the populous
deme of Melite to the Pnyx and the Peiraieus Gate, the device
is an ideal location for a large public timepiecej close to
major public buildings and readily available to anyone
fl'equenting the Agora square. l70
We find much the same comment in the Athenian Agora Guide.
As a public time-piece the installation was well placed close
to one of the principal entrances to the Agora. In this respect
it anticipated the water clock housed in the Tower of the Winds
(1st century B. C.) which was conveniently situated near the
east entrance to the Market of Caesar and Augustus. l71
Thus this water clock probably functioned as a public time-

The final piece of horological evidence, under this section
on water clocks, upon which I shall comment is the Tower of the Winds.
As I mentioned in the section on sundials, our only literary references
to the Tower of the Winds (Van-o ft. R. "1;[1. V.17) Vi truvius I. VI. 4),
mention neither the sundials on the exterior nor the water clock in
the interior of the building.

it a

horolggi~,

However, the fact that Varro terms

clearly indicates its function as a time-piece.

The man responsible for the design of this structure was
AndronikoB of Kyrrhos in Macedonia.

He was also responsible for the

construction, according to an identifying inscription, of a multiple
faced, roofed, spherical sundial found in the sanctuary of Poseidon
on the Island of Tenos, Greece.
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The tower itself is an octagonal

marble building, with sculptural reliefs of the eight winds on the

170
Armstrong and MaK. Camp, p. 151.
1
17 The Athenian Agora Guide, p. 169.
172
Gibbs' catalogue number 7001G.
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upper portion of' each side, and a sundial belm-l each carving.

A

ninth dial, as previously noted, was carved on the surface of the
cylindrical tower attached to the south wall.

Noble and Price have

presented a convincing reconstruction of the water clock in the interioT of the tower. 17 ,

The device itself has been lost, probably

dismantled sometime in antiquity, but enough traces of it remain
for Noble and Price to make their reconstruction.

It is not my

purpose here to present all the evidence which Noble and Price cite
in support of their reconstruction.

It can be found in their article.

However, I shall present their summary of their restoration:
Water from the Clepsydra Spring, located on the north slope
of the Acropolis near the Grotto of Pan, entered the
cylindrical tower under hydraulic pressure. The pipe through
which it entered ran up the wall and emptied into a large
upper reservoir, which supplied water under constant pressure
to the water clock. An overflow drain was located near the top
tank, from which the water, of varying rate of flow, was piped
to the center of the octagonal tower to operate fountains or
other displays. Water for the clock was drawn off near the
bottom of the tank and was controlled by a carefully regulated
valve. It was adjusted so that a lower tank would be completely
filled in precisely 24 hours. As the lower tank filled, a
float r.ose with the water~ and a thin bronze chain c_onnect_ed to
the float transmitted its motion to a display apparatus in the
center of the octagonal to\rer. At the end of 24 hours, when the
lower tank was filled and the float had reached its top position,
an attendant opened the valve at the bottom of this tank and
allowed the water to drain into the rectangular drain hole.
The process was then repeated for the next 24 hours. The water
supply for the clock was drawn off a little above the supply
tank, so that any sludge or dirt which had settled to the bottom
of the tank would not clog the fine orifice used to regulate
the water c lock. The arrangement described here is in accord
with comparable mechanisms described by Vitruvius.17~

17'UThe v[ater Clock in the Tower of the \'Iinds,11 pp. ,45-355.
174Ibid., pp. ,50-,51.
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As I commented in the previous chapter, Noble and Frice believe that
"the visual device used to display the information transmitted by
the clock mechanism,,175 ''las the anaphoric type as described by
Vi truvius.
'flith its sundials and water clock, the Tower of the iUnds
was an excellent time piece.

On a clear day a citizen could tell

the time from the exterior of the structure, and on an overcast
day, or at night, the hour could be ascertained by visiting the
interior of the building and consulting the water clock.
Henry S. Robinson remarks that the tower must have been
open to the public twenty-four hours a day:
the doers were probably not locked from the exterior, we may
be justified in suggesting that the northeast door was always
open • • •
The populace of Athens, then, had access to the clock inside
the Horelogion at all hours of the day and night, but it is
logical to suppose that a building of this type would have
been constructed only in a position \'ihere it was readily accessible
to large gatherings of people. Most public gatherings occurred
in other parts of the city: in the Theatre of Dionysos, on the
Fnyx, in the Heliaea and other lawcourts near the old Agora.
But it was in_ th~ II@rk~t-place that the people congregated
most regularly, and it was to a large public market that the
fUnctions of the Horologion would have been most valuable. The
construction of the Tower presupposes, I think, the existence of
a trading-center near-by. Such a center exists in the socalled Roman Agora, part of which must ha¥e been built at the
same time as the Tower, if not earlier. l7b
It is apparent that both the water clock in the Athenian Agora, and
the Tower of the Winds, or as it is also called, the Horologion

175
Noble and Price, p. 351.

176
Place,

II

Robinson, liThe Tower of the Winds and the Roman Market
p. 297.
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of Andronikos, ,,,ere so placed as to be conveniently accessible to
many of the Athenian citizens as they went about their daily activities
in the Agora, firstly the Greek Agora, and then latterly, as the Romans
became the donimating force, in the Roman Agora.
Before I conclude this chapter on the evidence for timekeeping devices in ancient Athens, I must mention the method that
the Classical Athenians employed for marking meetings of the ekklesia
and of the law courts.

E. L. Hicks tells us that Itat Athens the

method of ensuring punctuality in the ecclesia was by hoisting a
flag by way of signal, which was lowered at the commencement of
proceedings • • • • Ecclesiazusae (lines 282 fall., 289 foll. ).11177
In the Athenian law courts, "the signal for attendance was a similar
flag.

See Wasps 689.,,178

It is interesting to note that at Iasos,

a Greek island along the coast of Asia, a water clock was used to
promote punctuality at the ekklesia.

All those citizens who arrived

before the water ran out of the clock would receive vouchers for
payment for a day's attendance.
early third century B. C.

We learn about this device from an

Iasosian inscription, the text of which can

be found in Hicks' article on Ias09. l79
I have now finished listing the literary and archaeological

evidence for timekeeping devices in Athens from the end of the fifth
century B. C. to the middle of the first century B. C.

In the next

chapter I shall state my conclusions and examine the significance of
the mate rial.

177
E. L. li~Cl<:S, IlIasos,!I Journal Of Hellenistic studies,
8 (1887), p. 110.
l78 Ibid ., n. 2.

III
CONCLUSIONS
Overlapping in a thesis such as this is inevitable because
of the amount of evidence cited and the need to refer back to it
at a later stage of the work.

However, in this, my conoluding chapter,

I shall try to keep such overlaps to a minimum.
From the evidence on Athenian timekeeping presented in the
second chapter, we can draw the following conclusions:
1.

Sometime during the middle of the fifth century B. C. there was,

at Athens, an awakening to the practical value of marking time.
2.

The outflow klepsydra was an important piece of equipment in

the Athenian law courts

3.

~ring

the fifth and fourth centuries B. C.

The use of the klepsydra in the law courts suggested to various

Athenians purposes for it in other walks of life.

4.

T~e

Athenians recogni~ed the value of placing time-pieces in

areas of high density traffic, such as the Agora, both Greek and
Roman, the Pnyx and the Theatre of Dionysos.

5.

The early Athenian Ifclocks,o such as the outflow klepsydras,

measured fixed amounts of time and the uses found for them reflect
this fact.

However, as advances in technology led to more acourate

methods of marking time, the Athenians were quick to change to the
more advanoed timepieoes.
I shall now discuss individually each of the conclusions which I
have just presented.
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In discussing the first conclusion, it is noteworthy that
the two earliest pieces of evidence for Athenian timekeeping are
within a few years of each other:

43)/2 B. C. for Meton's sundial

and 425/4 B. C., for Aristophanes' Acharnians.

Young notes the date

of Meton's sundial and comments that "the introduction of the
clepsydra in this period may be a result of the apparently increasing
consciousness of time. ,,180However, she adds, "A more immediate cause
might be found in the constant enlargement of the jury-pay, which
may have suggested to the State the curtailment of the length of
cases ll • 181

It seems to me that Young's

second statement is simply

180
Young, p. 277, n. 7.
181Ibid • One may quibble with Young's use of the word constant
in referring to the enlargement of jury-pay. Concerning the question
of the original amount of jury-pay, J. J. Buchanan informs us:
IItrustworthy information for the answer is wanting. The only
possible starting-point is the raising of the payment by Kleon to 3
obols, a figure still obtained in Aristotle's day • • • • \Vbether
the rate had previously been 2 obols and, if so, whether it had from
the outset been 2 obols, we cannot say. II J. J. Buchanan, Theorika
(Locust Valley, N. Y.: J. J. Augustin, 1962). p. 17. However,
Young may equally well -be referring to a constant increase in tne
number of jurors and jury days needed to process court cases. In
both instances there would have been an increase in the amount of
money paid out by the state for jury attendance. More than one
private case could be tried in a single day (see: D. M. MacDowell,
The Law in Classical Athens (Ithaca, N. Y.: Cornell University Press,
1978), pp. 248-249.), and the introduction of the klepsydra may
have been seen as a method of ensuring that cases did not drag
on unnecessarily.
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a different aspect of the first.

Athens, as Mabel Lang informs us,

\'1as fla city notorious throughout Greece for the litigiousness of
her oi tizens II • 182

?-1any large law courts had to be provide d with

juries and these juries were of a large size (201, 501 and even more
.
) • 183
Jurors

Each juror in attendance at court would receive his

daily jury-pay, three obola by 425 B. C.

If the introduction of

the klepsydra to the law courts was an attempt on the part of the
state to limit the amount of obols paid out for man days in jury
attendance, we can still say that there was an increasing awareness
of time.

The Athenian State had become aware, to quote the old

adage", that fltime is money.

It

The second conclusion, that the outflow klepsydra was an
important piece of equipment in the law courts of Athens, is fairly
straightforward.

Comic writers use the klepsydra to symbolize the

law courts, and also, as in Wasps 856-858, mention it as an essential
part of the court apparatus.
under the

{/{

ter~ v9~f

The orators frequently refer to it

in their speeches.

Finally, Aristotle, in the

Constitution of Athens, describes how it functions in the courts.
The klepsydra regulated the length of speeches in the court, and we
have clearly seen that the orators, for ene, were well aware of its
function and consequently of the passage of time.

The law courts

182
Mabel Lang, The Athenian Citizen, Excavations of the
Athenian Agora Picture Book No.4 (Princeton, N. J.: American
School of Classical Studies at Athens, 1960).
l83 D• M. 1.1aci)owell, The Law of Classical Athens, p. lW.
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were a facet of the everyday life of many Athenian citizens, whether
they were acting as part of the court apparatus or as litigants.
Consequently the court klepsydra must have been a familiar device
to a majority of the Athenian citizenry.
Cons Ius ion number three flows directly out of the above
assertion.

The Athenian authorities were well aware of the value of

the klepsydra for regulating court proceedings and for the fair
allottment of time for forensic speeches.

It may also have been

!fan ancient precaution to eliminate filibustering from the sessions
of the Council. jf184

However, against this view, Young cites lithe

complete absence of literary testimony to its use in the Bouleuterion,
and, conversely, the unanimous agreement of the ancient sources in
referring it to the law cour t s. ,,185

Yet we do know that Athenians

were devising uses for it, other than court oriented ones, whether
or not they ever met with practical application.

Aeneas Tacitus, a

military man, IIrecommend[ed] the use of clepsydrae to ensure the
fair distribution of watches among the troops."l86

Eubulus wrote of

a prostitute who IItimed her favours by the water-clock ll (Deipnosophists
XIII. 567. d).

In the Deipnosophists (IV. 174.

0),

we also find

reference to a water clock devised by Plato for use at the Academy,
a little more sophisticated than the court apparatus perhaps, but as

184Young, pp. 282-283.
185Ibid "

p. 283.

186 West, p. 63.
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I noted earlier, "essentially' a large scale klepsydra. 1I187

Finally,

we have Aristotle's ambiguous statement in the Poetics about the
use of klepsydras to time tragedies. l88

All of this information

points to a growing awareness on the part of Athenian citizens, in
general, of the practical concept of time.

The klepsydra may not

have been a daily "clock," but at least it measured intervals of time.
Conclusion four deals with the placement of Athenian timepieces.

The astronomer Meton reportedly erected a sundial on the

Pnyx and Thompson and Kouroiniotes believe they have discovered its
location.

If the device was indeed constructed where they believe

it to have been, in their words, "the situation was excellent for the
purpose since here the instrument would catch the earliest beams of
the setting sun summer and winter alike. n189
site of public gatherings.

The Pnyx ''las also the

The Athenian Agora water clock, before

the construction of the Middle stoa, at which time it was dismantled,
was in an excellent location to serve as a public time-piece.

The

placed as it was in the southwest corner of the open square, could
be viewed by anyone heading into the Agora from that direction or
out of the market-place towards the Pnyx and the Peiraeius Gate, or
from virtually_ anywhere in the Agora square itself.

There is evidence

that a water clock was set up in the Agora of Samos.1 90

Therefore,

l873ee p. 62; Armstrong and McK. Camp, p. 160, n. 19.
188
See p. 61 and n. 161.
189
'Kourouniotes and Thompson, liThe Pnyx in Athens, iI p. 211.
~,

190
H. Thompson and R. E. Wycherley, The Athenian Agora:
p. 202, n. 55.
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it would seem that the advantages of an Agora location for a public
time-piece were realized in at least some parts of the Greek world.
The probability of high density traffic and ready accessibility
to large numbers of people, may also account in part, for the placement of the Tower of the \vinds.

In other words, deve lopers may have

seen the need for a market-place to have a public time-piece.

The

relationship between the Tower of the Winds and the Roman Marketplace is not precisely known, nor is the precise date of the construction
of the Tower.

Robinson states that "although there is not sufficient

evidence to give the correct date for the Tower, I should favor the
later dating--in the second half of the first century--which would
make its construction roughly contemporary with the initial gift from
Caesar. lll91

Whether the Tower of the Winds and the Roman Narket-

place were built at the same time or not is not as important as noting
that the Tower was in the Market-place, where many people would have
cause to come in contact with it.
The archaeological evidence has shown that several sundials
were situated around the Theatre of Dionysos.

The dates of these

dials are uncertain, and they may very well be outside the scope
of our interest.

However, the Theatre of Dionysos was an area in

which public gatherings took place.

Place,

II

Indeed, Robinson notes that "it

191Robinson, liThe Tower of the Vlinds and the Roman Marketp. 502.
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is probable

• that in the first century B. C. most, if not all,

meetings of the assembly took place in the Theatre of Dionysos."l92
As well as perhaps serving to mark the time of performances at the
theatre, as Gatty has suggested for the large sundial below the
Acropolis, above the Theatre of Dionysos, the dials may also have
served to mark the time for public gatherings.

The above associations

between time-pieces and areas where people regularly congregated,
point to a genuine interest, on the part of the Athenian citizenry,
in the practical application of time.
We now come to my fifth and final conclusion, that the
Athenians were alive to the technological advances taking place in
the ancient world and quickly assimilated them into their own society.
The major piece of evidence for this statement is the change in the
fourth ce.ntury B. C. Athenian Agora klepsydra from outflow to inflovr
sometime in the third century B. C., shortly after the invention of the
latter by Ktesibios.

During the Hellenistic Age, there appears to

have been a sudden flowering of interest in sund1.aU ,. c1ea.rly recog-nizable as such, dating to the beginning of this period, during the
third

century B. C. 193

The archaeological remains of Athenian

sundials are difficult to date, but they begin dQring the Hellenistic
period and, as we have seen from the remains listed in the last

192Robinson, p. 297, n. 14.
193G~'bb s, p •

h.
.,I'
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chapter, steadily increase during the Roman occupation.
Athenian man may not have been as time conscious or thoroughly
dependent upon the clock as we are today, but I think we can see the
beginnings of this syndrome and its gradual progression from the
fifth to the first centuries B. O. Wh'at role did clock time play in
Ancient Athens7--More or less the same role that i t plays in our lives
today, that of universal organizer.

The good old days that we hear

people speak about, when life was not ruled by the clock, may not
have been as I1timeless ll as we imagine.
The purpose of this thesis has been to investigate the practical
aspect of time in Ancient Athens from the mid fifth century B. O.
to the birth of Ohrist.

My original premise was that, while not

I1mo dern ll in his concept of' time, the ancient .Athenian became increasingly aware of' its value in regulating his daily activities,
especially as the pace of his life heightened and technological
advances were made in timekeeping.
ihro~gfle~-t

the

was the uase.

C--0Urae

The evidence which I have presented

sf this thesis indicates, t-D_ me, _that J3uch
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